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The objectives of the thesis research were twofold. 

One objective was to conduct an exploratory investigation of 

the underlying response mechanism to an auditor's request 

for confirmation of accounts receivable. The second 

objective was to investigate the validity of confirmation 

evidence. Validity was defined in terms of detection of 

errors. 

A field experiment was chosen as the means of 

investigation. During an actual audit, accounts receivable 

confirmations with erroneous balances were mailed to 

customers. Adjustments of three and twenty percent 

(overstatements and understatements) were made to 

approximately four-fifths of the accounts. A control group 

contained no errors. 

Models of the underlying response function and error 

detection function were developed, based primarily on prior 

literature. LOGIT regression models were used to analyze 

the data. 



The results of the LOGIT model of response indicated 

that confirmation nonresponses were missing at random. None 

of the variables in the model were significant in explaining 

response to an auditor's request for positive confirmation. 

The results of the LOGIT model of detection indicated 

that detection (and reporting) of errors was related to the 

direction of the error. Unfavorable errors were more likely 

to be detected and reported than errors that were favorable 

to the customer. Error size was also (weakly) related to 

detection and reporting of errors. Twenty percent errors 

were more likely to be detected and reported than three 

percent errors. 

The results of this research should be of concern to 

auditors. The validity of confirmation evidence with 

regards to detection of errors in the accounts was poor. 

The overall rate of error detection was only forty-seven 

percent. Furthermore, confirmation validity was affected by 

the direction of errors. Therefore, use of confirmation 

evidence to estimate the overall error rate and error amount 

in a population is problematic. Replications of this field 

experiment appear to be warranted in order to establish the 

external validity of the results. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Background 

The problem of missing data has long been an issue in 

the statistics and sample survey literature. Techniques for 

dealing with the problem began to appear in the statistics 

literature in the 1940's (see, for example, Hansen and 

Hurwitz [1946]). Ignoring nonresponse or missing data in a 

sample can lead to biased inferences about the population. 

The bias that can result is a form of nonsampling error. 

Therefore, taking a complete census of the population does 

not alleviate the problem, assuming that some data remain 

missing or unobservable. 

The following example illustrates how results can be 

biased due to missing data. Suppose a random sample of 

families is selected and sent a survey designed to determine 

the potential for cable television service in a given town. 

Furthermore, suppose response is partly a function of family 

income, such that the higher the income, the less likely a 

family will respond. Although the sample is drawn at 

random, the data collected from the survey may not be 

random, in that it will include data only from those 

families who chose to return the questionnaire. The survey 



results will be biased, being more representative of the 

lower income groups than the higher income groups. Since 

purchase of cable television service is most likely a 

positive function of family income, the survey will tend to 

understate the potential for purchase of cable service in 

the town. 

In certain situations it is appropriate to ignore 

missing data. Rubin [1976] derived the general conditions 

for these situations. According to Rubin, for 

direct-likelihood or Bayesian inferences, missing data must 

be "missing at random" and the parameter that causes some 

data to be missing must be "distinct" from the parameter of 

interest. When these conditions are met, inferences drawn 

only from the observed data will be correct inferences. 

However, Rubin's general conditions do not hold in a wide 

variety of cases, as the cable television survey example 

illustrates. 

In recent years, the problem of missing data has 

received a growing amount of attention. For example, the 

National Academy of Sciences held a symposium on incomplete 

data in 1979; additional meetings on the subject were held 

by the same organization in 1980. One of the proposed 

solutions to the problem of missing data in a sample survey 

context is to formulate a model of the underlying response 

function. The model can then be used to impute values for 



the nonrespondents. See, for example, Little [1982] for a 

review of the literature on models for nonresponse. 

Missing Data in an Audit Environment 

Auditors are faced with the problem of sample 

nonresponse on virtually every audit engagement. The 

standard audit procedure in which this is a major factor is 

the confirmation of accounts receivable. Usually, the 

auditor draws a sample from the population of accounts 

receivable. Letters are sent requesting the debtor to 

either confirm or record an exception to the balance due as 

stated in the client's accounts. Many of these confirmation 

requests are not returned to the auditor, even though second 

requests are usually sent to those who failed to respond to 

the first request. 

Current audit procedures indicate that auditors do not 

treat nonresponse as data "missing at random." Extended 

audit procedures are applied to those accounts that failed 

to respond [AICPA, 1985]. Thus, auditors have not ignored 

the problem of nonresponse. However, they have not been 

concerned with the response mechanism underlying 

confirmation requests, instead treating nonresponse as if it 

was nonrandom. The validity of this approach has been 

questioned by Warren [1975]. 

Another common example of missing data in an audit 

environment involves client documentation. The auditor may 



draw a random sample of invoices, vouchers or disbursements 

and request the client to produce all supporting 

documentation for the items chosen. Occasionally, one or 

more documents is reported to be missing from the files. An 

interesting aspect in these cases is how the auditor 

interprets the missing data. For example, the auditor may 

suspect that the client is trying to hide something, in 

which case the missing data becomes a form of negative 

evidence. 

Confirmations as Audit Evidence 

Prior to 1939, confirmation of accounts receivable was 

an optional audit procedure in the United States. According 

to Peloubet [1939], it was not widely used. In December, 

1938, the McKesson-Robbins fraud was discovered. It 

involved, among other things, the recording of fictitious 

sales and receivables that remained undetected by the 

auditors for over a decade. As a result, the Securities and 

Exchange Commission (SEC) launched a major investigation to 

determine the adequacy of audit procedures generally in use 

at that time. Perhaps due to pressure from the SEC 

investigation and the public outcry about the long 

undetected fraud, the accounting profession responded by 

issuing Statement on Auditing Procedures Number 1, 

Extensions of Auditing Procedure, which recommended 

confirmation of receivables "wherever practicable and 

reasonable" [American Institute of Accountants, 1939]. 



Confirmations are not only used to provide evidence 

regarding the existence of customers, but are also used to 

provide some evidence regarding account balance accuracy 

[AICPA, 1984]. However, the validity of confirmations as 

evidence in this regard has not been established. For 

example, a senior auditor at Price Waterhouse related the 

following anecdote. The client had a company savings 

program whereby employees could elect to have amounts 

withheld directly from their pay. The audit assistant 

selected 25 employees at random from the payroll register, 

multiplied the amount withheld for savings from that payroll 

by 52, and sent confirmation requests asking if the total 

thus calculated agreed with their records as the total 

withheld for the year. All 25 employees returned the 

confirmations, with 24 reporting the balance as correct. 

One employee took exception to the total. The investigation 

of that exception uncovered the fact that the employees in 

the sample were only paid twice per month, not weekly. The 

auditor should have multiplied by 24, not 52, thus more than 

doubling the total actually withheld. Yet 24 of 25 

employees failed to report the error to the auditors. 

Besides the above anecdote, other, well-publicized 

cases exist that call into question the validity of accounts 

receivable confirmations as evidence. Some notable examples 

include the Equity Funding fraud (see, for example, Dirks 
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and Gross [1974] and Seidler, Andrews and Epstein [1977]) 

and the Technidyne fraud (reported in Causey [1979]). Based 

on anecdotal evidence, it appears that confirmation evidence 

may be considerably less than perfect at detecting errors in 

account balances. 

Research Objectives 

The objectives of this research were twofold. One 

objective was to conduct an exploratory investigation of the 

underlying response mechanism to an auditor's request for 

confirmation of accounts receivable. Of particular interest 

was whether any variables of concern to auditors, such as 

the presence and direction of any errors in the accounts, 

were systematically related to response. 

The second objective was to investigate the validity of 

accounts receivable confirmations as audit evidence. For 

purposes of this study, validity was defined in terms of the 

ability of the confirmation technique to detect errors in 

the accounts. 

Research Methodology 

Several possible approaches could be followed to 

investigate the questions raised in the previous section. 

One possible approach is to conduct a survey of respondents. 

A second possibility is to perform a laboratory simulation. 

A third possibility is to examine actual audit records from 



public accounting firms. A fourth approach is to conduct a 

field experiment. 

A field experiment was chosen because it has the 

advantages of allowing complete control by the experimenter 

over the variables, as well as the element of realism that 

is lacking in a laboratory simulation. The Faitoute Steel 

Company, Inc. and Arthur Young & Company, its auditors, 

agreed to permit a field experiment in conjunction with the 

June 30, 1983 audit. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

The literature reviewed in this chapter falls into two 

categories. The first section contains a review of six 

field experiments involving confirmations. In each of the 

experiments, some of the account balances were altered so as 

to create the appearance of errors in the accounts. The 

presence of errors is an important variable common to all of 

the experiments, including the present research. 

The second section contains a brief review of the 

professional literature pertaining to accounts receivable 

confirmations. In addition to the official pronouncements, 

two audit guides involving confirmations were examined. 

Review of Previous Field Experiments 

The first systematic attempt to assess the validity of 

confirmation evidence was the simulation by Davis, Neter and 

Palmer [1967]. The population consisted of demand deposit 

accounts of The First National Bank of Saint Paul. A sample 

of 847 accounts was taken and excluded all accounts over 

$10,000. The variables tested included: (1) two types of 

confirmations, positive and negative, (2) two methods of 

reporting exceptions, by telephone and by written 
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confirmation (this was varied for negative confirmations 

only), and (3) account balance size. Three categories of 

size were analyzed; accounts under $100, accounts between 

$100 and $500, and accounts over $500. 

In order to introduce errors, Davis, Neter and Palmer 

included code numbers on the bank audit statement directly 

below the account balance. The code numbers were also 

included on the confirmation forms. Customers were asked to 

compare the account balance and code number on the 

confirmation request to the bank audit statement. Code 

number errors were varied in an attempt to simulate large 

and small errors and positive and negative errors. In 

addition, a control group contained no errors. 

Davis, Neter and Palmer made no attempt to model 

response in their experiment. However, they did examine 

response rates to evaluate the "degree of cooperation." 

They found no difference in response between the control 

group and those who received positive confirmations with 

code number errors. Response rates increased with the size 

of the account balance, but the differences were not 

statistically significant. 

On the issue of confirmation validity, Davis, Neter and 

Palmer reported that detection of code number errors was 

significantly lower with negative confirmations than with 

positive confirmations. They attributed much of the 
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difference to the use of second requests with the positive 

type of confirmation. No difference between telephone 

replies and written replies was found as to detection. The 

authors also reported higher detection rates for large 

accounts compared to small accounts for both types of 

confirmations. The manipulation of code number errors did 

not result in any meaningful differences and the reported 

results were combined for these categories. 

It is difficult to generalize the results of the Davis, 

Neter and Palmer simulation. Most of the major limitations 

were disclosed by the authors themselves. There was no 

motivation for subjects to respond at all, let alone respond 

accurately. Also, the task was somewhat unfamiliar in that 

the special code numbers were not part of either the normal 

bank statement or confirmation. Furthermore, it is unclear 

whether confirmation of demand deposits, which are 

liabilities to the bank, would generalize to the case of 

confirmation of receivables. Finally, "business 

organizations usually process confirmation requests in a 

different fashion from individuals" (Davis, Neter and Palmer 

[1967], p. 43). The last point is particularly relevant to 

the current research and applies to all of the field 

experiments reviewed in this section. 

Sauls [1970, 1972] conducted two experiments concerned 

specifically with the problems of nonresponse and improper 
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response to confirmation requests. In the first experiment, 

Sauls tested deposit accounts at the Michigan State 

University Employees Credit Union. A control group of fifty 

randomly selected accounts received a positive-type 

confirmation with no account balance errors. Sixty randomly 

selected accounts were adjusted by ten percent; half 

received overstatements and the other half received 

understatements. In addition, fifty accounts were selected 

and sent a positive-type confirmation with alternate 

wording, referred to by Sauls as the "short form" (reported 

in Sauls [1969]) and fifty accounts received the blank-type 

confirmation. The blank confirmation requires that the 

customer supply the balance. 

Sauls chose to confirm balances as of February 29, 1968 

[Sauls, 1970]. The choice of this date introduced a 

potential weakness in his experiment. According to Sauls, 

the credit union accrued interest monthly, but only posted 

interest to customers' accounts quarterly. The last 

interest payment was on December 31, 1967. Therefore, some 

customers may have confused a ten percent overstatement with 

interest earned since December 31. 

The variables Sauls examined included account balance 

size, error direction, confirmation type, confirmation 

wording and the customer's age.i In addition to these 

variables, Sauls compared the results of the credit union 

i This last variable refers to biological age as 
opposed to account balance age. 
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experiment to his second experiment, performed at the 

Continental Illinois National Bank and Trust Company of 

Chicago [Sauls, 1972]. Sauls noted that the credit union 

experiment involved liability accounts. Confirmation of 

liabilities may be considerably different from confirmation 

of receivables and this was one of the variables Sauls 

wanted to test. Therefore, the bank experiment involved 

personal and automobile loan accounts. 

In the bank experiment, Sauls selected three samples of 

one hundred accounts each that were sent three different 

types of confirmation: the standard positive-type, the 

"short" version of the positive-type and the blank type of 

confirmation. In addition, a sample of thirty accounts was 

selected and sent the standard, positive-type confirmation 

with overstatements of ten percent. 

Sauls reported the following results from his two 

experiments. The type of account, liability versus 

receivable, seemed to make a difference. The rate of proper 

response in the bank loan experiment (43.3 percent) was less 

than in the credit union experiment (76.3 percent). Sauls 

also found that the rate of proper response from accounts 

that were sent errors in the customer's favor (69.0 percent) 

was less than the rate of proper response when the error was 

in the credit union's favor (83.3 percent). As for overall 

response rates, there was no significant difference between 
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correctly stated confirmations and incorrectly stated 

confirmations and no difference between positive and 

negative adjustments to the accounts. However, response 

rates were lower for the blank-type confirmations and for 

the loans receivable as compared to the deposit liabilities. 

Finally, Sauls reported that confirmation wording and 

account balance size and customer age appeared to be 

unrelated to response and error detection. 

Sauls concluded that "statistical sampling models...[in 

use] in auditing would be quite satisfactory if there were 

no improper responses" [Sauls, 1969, p. 105]. However, 

Sauls found that the proportion of proper responses was 

"probably much less than that with which the auditor should 

be satisfied" [Sauls, 1972, p. 113]. Therefore, if 

nonresponse is random, blank confirmations should be used in 

conjunction with larger sample sizes. This would provide 

auditors with usable samples while cutting down on the 

number of improper responses. 

The focus of the experiment by Hubbard and Bullington 

[1972] was type of confirmation. The authors sought to 

compare the positive-type to the negative-type to determine 

which provided more valid evidence. Validity was defined in 

terms of detection and reporting of errors in the accounts. 

The experiment was similar to Sauls' [1972] bank field 

experiment, except that Hubbard and Bullington did not 
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include the blank confirmation and the company was a utility 

instead of a bank. 

Hubbard and Bullington selected two random samples of 

one hundred and two accounts each. One sample was used for 

positive confirmations and the other for negatives. Each 

sample was divided into thirds. One third of the accounts 

were adjusted to reflect overstatement errors and one third 

of the accounts received understatement errors. The 

remaining third of each sample consisted of a control group 

with no errors. 

A number of serious flaws in the experimental design 

make it difficult to rely on the results of Hubbard and 

Bullington's experiment. The Virginia Consolidated Oil 

Company, which was the site of the field experiment, had not 

been audited previously. Thus customers may not have been 

familiar with the confirmation procedure. A more 

significant implication is that the control group may have 

actually contained errors in the accounts, thereby weakening 

the control. 

Another serious flaw in the Hubbard and Bullington 

study is the fact that some customers received statements of 

their accounts at the end of the month whereas other 

customers did not. Statements would facilitate the 

detection of errors. However, this unintentionally 

introduced variable was not controlled by the experimenters. 
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Furthermore, the positive confirmation form used did not 

provide enough space for customers to adequately report any 

exceptions to the auditors. 

Yet another serious experimental design issue is the 

fact that errors were not introduced into the accounts by 

the experimenters. Instead, a company officer adjusted the 

confirmation account balances (primarily with transposition 

errors) resulting in overstatements ranging from $.09 to 

$9.00 and understatements ranging from $.18 to $50. The 

lack of control over the assignment of errors resulted in 

the largest misstatement for the group receiving negative 

confirmations of only 3.1 percent. On the other hand, the 

smallest misstatement for the group receiving positive 

confirmations was 3.8 percent. Therefore, the variable 

"error size" was inadvertently confounded with the variable 

"confirmation type." Due to the above problems with the 

internal validity of the experimental design, no comment 

will be made regarding the results of the Hubbard and 

Bullington study. 

Warren [1974] conducted an experiment to measure the 

informativeness of the positive, negative and blank types of 

confirmations. Informativeness was measured in terms of the 

probability of receiving a response indicating an account is 

correct (or incorrect), given an account is correct (or 

incorrect). Warren's primary objective was to compare 
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confirmations using cost/benefit analysis. Informativeness 

was the benefit to be compared to varying costs with use of 

each type of confirmation. Nonresponse was a major factor 

in determining the overall cost. 

In many respects, Warren's experiment was similar to 

that of Sauls [1969]. Warren selected 780 accounts from the 

Michigan State University Employees Credit Union. Half of 

the accounts were loan accounts (receivables) and the other 

half were share accounts (liabilities). Of the 780 

accounts, 560 balances were misstated. The errors 

introduced into the accounts were "large" (ten percent) and 

"small" (five percent). Also, the errors were in both 

directions (overstatements and understatements). 

Warren used analysis of variance (ANOVA) to analyze the 

effects of account type, confirmation type, error size, 

error direction and account size on response and error 

detection. Since Warren's dependent variable was 

dichotomous, ANOVA was theoretically an incorrect method for 

the analysis. However, ANOVA is generally considered to be 

a fairly robust analytical procedure. 

Warren found that negative confirmations were least 

informative and that positive confirmations were equally as 

informative as blank confirmations. Confirmation type was 

the only significant main effect in the ANOVA. However, the 

interaction between account type and direction of error was 
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also statistically significant. Although Warren did not 

discuss the interaction in detail, it suggests that 

favorable errors are treated differently from unfavorable 

errors. Finally, Warren reported no significant differences 

in overall response rates attributable to account size or to 

error size. 

Although Warren's experiment was fairly comprehensive, 

a few weaknesses limit the external validity of the results. 

Warren withheld the quarterly statement of the account that 

normally was available. This might explain the low levels 

of error detection. For example, only twenty-nine percent 

of the errors were detected and reported by those accounts 

receiving the positive confirmations. Also, similar to 

Sauls [1969], since the accounts were interest-bearing, some 

customers may have confused the misstatements with interest. 

Furthermore, Warren did not attempt to model the underlying 

response mechanism. Therefore, he failed to consider 

certain confounding issues. For example, is a five percent 

error a "small" error? Finally, Michigan State University 

employees may not be representative of other types of 

situations where confirmations are sent; and Warren was 

unable to select any accounts with balances in excess of 

$1,000. 

The field experiment performed by Sorkin [1977] was 

designed to test a new type of confirmation: the "expanded 
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field" confirmation. The expanded field involves providing 

customers with a choice of balances, one of which is the 

correct balance. Similar to a multiple choice question, the 

expanded field combines some of the attributes of the 

positive confirmation as well as the blank confirmation. By 

providing balances, unlike the blank confirmation, response 

rates should be higher. By providing more than one balance 

to choose from, unlike the positive confirmation, responses 

should be more accurate. Sorkin indicated that one of the 

problems with positive confirmations is "say yes" behavior, 

a tendency to sign and return a positive confirmation 

without actually verifying the balance. The expanded field 

should reduce, if not eliminate "say yes" behavior. 

The experimental design employed by Sorkin was similar 

to that of Warren [1973]. Three types of confirmation were 

tested (positive, negative and expanded field) to determine 

the validity of the evidence provided, in terms of detection 

of errors in the accounts. Installment loan accounts of the 

Northwest Bancorporation were randomly selected and assigned 

to positive, negative or expanded field confirmation groups. 

Over two thousand confirmation requests were mailed under 

the guise of an internal audit check of the balances as of 

November 5, 1976. 

Sorkin introduced errors of two percent and six percent 

into the balances per the confirmation requests. Both 
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overstatement and understatement errors were included. 

Sorkin considered six percent errors to be "large" errors, 

yet it is not clear that a six percent misstatement is, in 

fact, large. Yet Sorkin found that detection rates were ten 

percent higher for the "large" error group than for the 

"small" error group. He also reported that unfavorable 

errors were more likely to be detected and reported than 

errors that were favorable to the customer. 

The expanded field confirmations contained three 

choices of balances. The correct balance was included in 

the control group, and incorrect balances were again two or 

six percent overstatements or understatements. In addition, 

the correct (or incorrect) balance was accompanied by two 

additional choices representing "spreads" of five percent in 

some cases and ten percent in other cases. The "spreads" 

were either added to, subtracted from, or on either side of 

the initial balance, so that the "correct" choice was not 

always the middle choice. 

Sorkin analyzed the data using hierarchical log linear 

analysis. Given the dichotomous dependent variable, 

hierarchical log linear analysis is theoretically preferable 

to the ANOVA used by Warren [1974]. Sorkin reported that 

the expanded field confirmation was the best of the three 

confirmation types tested at detecting errors. However, he 

also reported a large increase in the number of customers 
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that reported a balance as incorrect that was actually 

correct. This would greatly increase the cost of auditing, 

in that all exceptions must be investigated. Therefore, the 

benefits of the expanded field confirmation may not outweigh 

the added costs. 

The only major weakness in Sorkin's experiment was the 

failure to model the underlying response mechanism. As a 

result, Sorkin failed to consider confirmation response 

issues from the standpoint of the recipient. Without a 

model of response, the selection of variables was somewhat 

ad hoc. For example, although the customer account balances 

ranged in size from $200 to over $20,000, Sorkin did not 

consider whether account balance size would have an effect 

on response or error detection. Furthermore, he did not 

consider the interaction between account balance size and 

error size. A two percent error on a $20,000 account may be 

perceived as a much larger error than a six percent error on 

a $200 account. 

The field experiments reviewed in this chapter share a 

few common weaknesses. All of the studies involved 

individuals as customers, many of whom may have been 

unfamiliar with the confirmation procedure. The populations 

sampled would not generalize to that found in commercial or 

industrial settings, particularly where the positive type of 

confirmation is most employed by auditors. All but one of 
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the experiments involved interest bearing accounts, a 

confounding factor with overstatement errors in that the 

errors may have been confused with interest earned (or 

charged). Furthermore, in many of the studies, statements 

that normally would have been mailed to customers for the 

period ended on the date of confirmation were withheld until 

after the experiment had ended. 

Perhaps the most significant weakness in prior studies 

was the failure to examine the underlying response function. 

Only Sauls [1969] gave consideration to the respondents, in 

terms of the types of actions that could be taken. The 

failure to model response resulted in possible omission of 

variables in the tests performed. Also, possible 

confounding effects of error size and account balance size 

were not considered. 

Review of Professional Literature 

Statement on Auditing Procedure Number 1, entitled 

Extensions of Auditing Procedure, was issued in 1939 in 

response to the SEC investigation into auditing practice in 

the United States. The SEC investigation was triggered by 

the McKesson & Robbins, Inc. fraud. Among other important 

requirements, such as observation of the taking of a 

physical inventory, the statement required confirmation of 

accounts receivable "by direct communication with debtors" 

[American Institute of Accountants, 1939]. 
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Throughout the early 1940's, a number of modifications 

and revisions were made. Implementation problems at public 

utilities were addressed [American Institute of Accountants, 

1942] as well as the problem of nonresponse from government 

agencies [American Institute of Accountants, 1943]. The 

most significant modification was Statement on Auditing 

Procedure Number 12, entitled Amendment to Extensions of 

Auditing Procedure. Auditors were required to disclose any 

case in which confirmation of receivables with debtors was 

not performed. The effect was to make confirmation a de 

facto mandatory procedure, since it is easier to send 

confirmations than to justify in the audit report why 

confirmations may have been unnecessary. Although the 

requirement was rescinded in 1974, confirmation of 

receivables is now an ingrained procedure in United States 

audit practice. 

Section 331 of Codification of Statements on Auditing 

Standards dictates current U.S. audit procedure regarding 

confirmations. Confirmation of receivables is referred to 

as a "generally accepted audit procedure" [AICPA, 1985]. 

Section 331 contains a discussion of factors that affect the 

timing and extent of use of confirmations as well as a brief 

discussion of the positive and negative types of 

confirmations and the situations that are most conducive to 

the use of each. Also considered is the problem of 
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nonresponse where positive confirmations are sent and the 

need to employ alternative procedures "to provide evidence 

as to the validity and accuracy of significant 

non-responding accounts" [AICPA, 1985]. 

In 1984, the Auditing Standards Division issued an 

Auditing Procedure Study entitled Confirmation of Accounts 

Receivable [AICPA, 1984]. The Procedure Study lists twelve 

objectives involved in an audit of accounts receivable. The 

objectives are arranged according to five categories of 

financial statement assertions. One of the assertions, 

"valuati^" is of particular concern to the present 

research. According to the Procedure Study, two of the 

objectives of an audit of accounts receivable (related to 

the valuation assertion), can be fulfilled by use of the 

confirmation procedure. This presumes the validity of 

confirmation evidence. However, concern is expressed by the 

authors about the effectiveness and efficiency of the 

confirmation procedure. 

The committee noted that "debtors are more likely to 

respond to overstatements rather than understatements in 

their accounts" [AICPA, 1984, p. 14]. Also of major concern 

was "the willingness and ability of recipients to respond 

accurately" [AICPA, 1984, p. 29]. Therefore, fifteen 

suggestions were provided for improving response rates and 

response accuracy. However, none of the fifteen suggestions 
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address or correct for the potential bias due to error 

direction. 

Although the scope of the current research is limited 

to practice in the United States, it is interesting to note 

some of the issues addressed by the Canadian Institute of 

Chartered Accountants (CICA) regarding confirmation of 

receivables. The CICA issued an audit technique study 

[CICA, 1980] that recommended use of the positive 

confirmation. However, according to the guide, "many 

auditors question [the] value [of] direct communication with 

debtors" [CICA, 1980]. The primary criticisms were the 

problems of nonresponse and unreliable evidence. The CICA 

study noted the potential for nonresponse bias. "Reliance 

on a test consisting only of replies means that the test is 

determined by the responding and non-responding debtors 

instead of the auditor, and it may no longer be 

representative or appropriate" [CICA, 1980, p. 20]. The 

conclusion was to follow up on all nonresponses by use of 

alternative audit techniques. 

Another interesting point made in the CICA study 

involved the concern with respondent apathy and "say yes" 

behavior, which results in "unreliable" evidence. "The 

danger of using the communication technique in these 

circumstances is that the auditor may use it just to conform 

with professional standards and not to add audit assurance" 
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[CICA, 1980, p. 26]. Despite this and other concerns 

raised, the CICA committee concluded that "communication 

techniques are better than alternative techniques" [CICA, 

1980, p. 14]. Justification for the CICA committee's 

conclusion rests on assumptions about the validity of 

confirmation evidence, one of the principal concerns of the 

present research. 
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CHAPTER III 

THEORIES OF EVIDENCE AND MISSING DATA 

Behavioral Science Theory 

Evidence plays an important role in the inference 

process. Recently, Einhorn and Hogarth [1982a, 1982b] 

proposed a theory of the psychology of inference. In 

Einhorn and Hogarth [1982a], "judgments were modeled as 

resulting from an anchoring and adjustment process where the 

evidence at hand formed the anchor and adjustments were made 

on the basis of imagined contrast cases" [1982b, pp. 1-2]. 

Their original model [in 1982a] was extended [in 1982b] to 

include consideration of the notion of causality and its 

impact on the assessment of the strength of evidence. 

One of the factors in Einhorn and Hogarth's original 

theory [1982a] was termed the "missing evidence effect." 

The authors contended that missing data could "take the form 

of indirect evidence" [1982a, p. 37]. A nonresponse could 

be seen as diagnostic of underlying states from which 

nonresponses are highly likely" [1982a, p. 37], and thereby 

be interpreted as a form of "negative information" (p. 37). 

As an example of this phenomenon, Einhorn and Hogarth 

[1982a] suggested that the failure to respond to a request 

for a letter of recommendation is probably interpreted as 
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negative evidence; that is, the person would rather not 

respond than write a bad recommendation. 

Einhorn and Hogarth [1982a] tested the missing evidence 

effect by providing sixty-seven subjects with two scenarios 

involving a job applicant. In the first scenario, there 

were four requests for letters of recommendation. Three 

were returned with favorable recommendations and the other 

was unfavorable. The second scenario was nearly identical, 

except that seven requests were sent, but only four letters 

were returned. Again, of the four returned, three were 

favorable and one was unfavorable. Subjects were asked to 

assess the likelihood that the candidate was "favorable." 

In the first scenario, the mean response was .63, but in the 

second scenario, the mean response dropped to .43. The 

difference is statistically significant and suggests that 

the three nonresponses were interpreted as negative 

information, akin to unfavorable recommendations. 

In later experiments (other than the two presented in 

[1982a]), Einhorn and Hogarth found that missing data 

effects were difficult to predict in advance. The results 

from the later experiments did not conform to their model. 

Since the effects of missing data could not be predicted in 

advance, the authors decided to drop this variable from 

their overall research on the psychology of inference. 
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The Einhorn and Hogarth model may be applicable to the 

audit decision—making task, but it is easy to envision 

difficulties when it comes to predicting missing evidence 

effects. In the case of nonresponse to auditor requests for 

confirmation of accounts receivable, it is conceivable that 

the missing data could be construed as negative information 

about the existence of an account. It may also be perceived 

as missing at random, with no negative connotation. For 

example, the customer may simply throw away confirmation 

requests as a matter of policy. Similarly, in the case of 

vouchers missing from a file, the missing data could be 

construed with a negative connotation. That would be the 

case if the auditor suspected that the client was trying to 

hide something. Then again, the auditor might not attach 

any negative implication to the missing voucher, believing 

instead that a misfiled document is normal in the course of 

business. However, even if a missing voucher(s) was 

believed to be unintentionally missing, it would probably be 

construed as negative information about the internal 

controls over document retention. 

Given the difficulties encountered by Einhorn and 

Hogarth, it is unlikely that missing data effects can be 

predicted in advance in an accounts receivable confirmation 

context. Therefore, a behavioral science model of inference 

was not chosen to investigate the problem under study. 
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Audit Theories Regarding Audit Evidence 

The auditing literature is relatively devoid of theory, 

per se. One exception, discussed in Stephens [1983], is a 

theoretical framework developed by Toba [1975] and modified 

by Kissinger [1977]. According to Stephens, "the 

Toba-Kissinger framework addresses the relationship between 

evidence and auditors' opinions on financial statements; 

these relationships are derived from a general theory of 

evidence using the rules of formal logic" (p. 56). 

The Toba-Kissinger framework, however, is inappropriate 

for the problem of missing data. The framework deals with 

the link between evidence and formation of an opinion on 

financial statements. Presumably, any missing data problems 

would have been resolved prior to that. As Stephens pointed 

out, the Toba-Kissinger framework... requires completeness 

of evidence because it makes no provision for utilizing the 

output for collection of additional evidential matter" (p. 

57) . 

Another theoretical framework in auditing is that of 

Mautz and Sharaf [1961]. They proposed five "primary 

concepts" that comprise their theory of auditing. Two of 

the concepts are "evidence" and "due audit care." According 

to Mautz and Sharaf, "evidence gives us a rational basis for 

forming judgments" (p. 68). Integral to the gathering and 

evaluation of evidence is the concept of due audit care. 
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Mautz and Sharaf distinguished between three broad 

categories of evidence: (1) natural, (2) created, and (3) 

rational argumentation. They noted that each type of 

evidence is not equally compelling. For instance, natural 

evidence provides "material truths" which lead to a 

"certitude of knowledge." Rational argumentation, on the 

other hand, provides "other abstract truths" which make a 

"certitude of knowledge" impossible. Therefore, the 

influence of audit evidence varies "from being compelling to 

being little more than persuasive" (p. 78). 

According to Mautz and Sharaf, financial statements 

contain classes of assertions requiring different types of 

evidence. The auditor can not obtain compelling evidence 

for the existence of nonphysical items, such as accounts 

receivable. Note that confirmations are a form of created 

evidence. Even more problematic for the auditor are 

negative assertions, such as "there are no unrecorded 

liabilities" (p. 81). Note that unrecorded assets and 

liabilities can be regarded as a missing data problem. 

According to the authors, "real assurance of the 

nonexistence of even substantial unrecorded assets is 

unlikely" (p. 81). 

Mautz and Sharaf [1961] classified audit evidence into 

nine categories from most to least "reliable" (p. 86). 

Missing from the categorization is missing data, which, as 
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previously stated, can take the form of negative evidence. 

However, Mautz and Sharaf did touch upon issues that are 

tangentially related to missing data problems. Their 

discussion of Montague's six methods of obtaining knowledge, 

for example, includes mysticism, which is described as "the 

sixth sense that cautions an auditor to beware of 

irregularities in a given situation" (p. 93). When an 

auditor suspects that missing data are the result of 

intentional "irregularities," mysticism may be used to 

describe the epistemological process. Another of Montague's 

six methods, skepticism, could also explain the process by 

which missing data are perceived as negative evidence. 

Although Mautz and Sharaf did not explicitly deal with 

the subject of missing data, the due care concept, like the 

evidence concept, touched upon issues that are tangentially 

related. The authors believe that the auditing profession 

should accept responsibility for detection of fraud. They 

suggested that several factors be considered, such as the 

type of irregularities, the social responsibility of the 

profession and the relationship between irregularities and 

evidence. A reasonable search for irregularities should be 

made, and if the audit is performed with due care, at least 

certain types of irregularities should be uncovered. 

Mautz and Sharaf outlined the characteristics of 

irregularities that have a bearing on the possibility of 
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existence of irregularities and the likelihood of detection. 

Some of these characteristics (such as materiality, intent, 

and extent of concealment) could be applied to missing data 

in order to evaluate whether missing data are indicative of 

"irregularities." For example, if vouchers are missing, the 

auditor could request other vouchers in support of payments 

to the same payee to determine if any supporting 

documentation exists for a given payee. 

In developing the "prudent practitioner" concept, Mautz 

and Sharaf stated that "unusual circumstances or 

relationships should be...[considered] by the auditor (p. 

135) and "all appropriate steps [should be taken] to 

remove...any doubtful impressions or unanswered questions" 

(p. 136). Although Mautz and Sharaf do not explicitly 

mention missing data, missing data usually result, at least 

initially, in "unanswered questions" and may, at times, 

indicate an "unusual circumstance" that bears further 

investigation. 

No extant auditing theory exists that deals 

specifically with the problem of missing data. However, 

Mautz and Sharaf's theory is general enough that it could be 

applied in certain instances. This is particularly true of 

the due care concept. The evidence concept provides a basis 

for the investigation into the validity of accounts 

receivable confirmations. The evidence concept, however, 
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needs to be expanded to include the case where missing data 

are interpreted as negative evidence. 

Statistical Theory Regarding Missing Data 

Missing data has received a great deal of attention in 

the statistics literature, particularly in the context of 

sample survey research. In a sample survey context, missing 

data results from nonresponse. Hendricks [1949, 1956], 

Cochran [1977] and other researchers have shown that 

ignoring nonresponse may lead to biased research results. 

Essentially, two categories of approaches for dealing 

with the problem of nonresponse have evolved in the sample 

survey literature. One category involves increasing initial 

response rates and thereby decreasing the degree of 

nonresponse. Kanuk and Berenson [1975] provide a review of 

this literature. The second category involves the analysis 

of data given a certain degree of nonresponse. However, 

Smith [1983] found that most of the analytical approaches 

were "of limited usefulness" for measuring nonresponse bias 

in the 1980 General Social Survey. 

In terms of theory, Rubin [1976] derived the general 

conditions for situations in which it is appropriate to 

ignore missing data and draw unbiased inferences. For 

sampling distribution inferences, two conditions must hold: 

(1) missing data must be "missing at random" and (2) 

observed data must be "observed at random." For 
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direct-likelihood or Bayesian inferences, two conditions 

must hold: (1) missing data must be "missing at random" and 

(2) the parameter that causes some data to be missing must 

be "distinct" from the parameter of interest. When these 

conditions are met, inferences drawn only from the observed 

data will be correct inferences. 

An example, taken from Hendricks [1949], serves to 

illustrate Rubin's conditions. Hendricks surveyed fruit 

growers in North Carolina. Some of his data, reproduced in 

Table 1, illustrate the bias that can result from ignoring 

nonresponse. Response was a function of farm size; large 

farmers were more likely to respond to the survey than small 

farmers. Furthermore, this relationship held true for 

responses to the second and third requests. Hendricks knew 

from other sources that the true value of the average number 

of fruit trees per farm was 329. Note that if nonresponse 

to the first request was ignored, the estimate for the mean 

size would be 456 trees, significantly higher than the true 

value. 

An analysis of Hendricks' [1949] results reveals that 

the observed data were not "observed at random." The 

observations formed a distinct pattern in that response was 

a function of farm size. Since farm size was the parameter 

of interest and response was also a function of farm size, 

the parameter that caused certain values to be missing was 
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not distinct from the parameter of interest. Furthermore, 

the missing data represent a disproportionate number of 

small farms and therefore were not "missing at random." 

Even if missing data were "missing at random," it would 

still be possible for observed data to be observed in some 

non-random pattern. Suppose, using Hendricks* example, that 

nonresponse was not a function of farm size. Instead, the 

hard core nonresponse was randomly distributed as to farm 

size. However, suppose that the timing of responses was a 

function of farm size such that large farmers responded more 

quickly than the small farmers. This scenario would produce 

results similar to Table 1 in terms of the average trees per 

farm reported in the first versus second versus third 

requests, but the average for the remaining nonresponders 

would be much higher than in Hendricks' example. 

Rubin's general conditions do not hold in a wide 

variety of cases; this led Rubin [1976, p. 589] to conclude 

that "when dealing with real data, the practicing 

statistician should explicitly consider the process that 

causes missing data far more often than he does." Rubin's 

theory has led to new approaches towards missing data in 

statistical analysis. The new approaches require a model of 

the underlying response function. Model-based approaches 

are computationally difficult; require knowledge of the 

underlying response function; and require assumptions about 
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the underlying distribution of the variable of interest, for 

which at least some values are missing. Although this can 

prove burdensome, some attempt should be made to understand 

the underlying response function and to assess the 

reasonableness of ignoring missing data. 

In many respects, the audit situation is similar to the 

situation faced by opinion researchers in dealing with 

nonresponse to questionnaires. In fact, the audit solution 

to the problem is very similar to the Hansen and Hurwitz 

[1946] technique for dealing with nonresponse. Hansen and 

Hurwitz proposed that a random sample of nonrespondents be 

taken and other means be used to obtain responses for this 

subsample. 

The Hansen and Hurwitz [1946] method is still in use 

today and has generally escaped much criticism, despite its 

rather strong underlying assumptions. For example, there is 

no guarantee that a response obtained by one means (such as 

a mail questionnaire) is equivalent to a response obtained 

by some other means (such as a personal interview). Also, 

it is questionable whether a response obtained from the 

subsample of original nonrespondents is equivalent to a 

response from the so called "hard core" nonrespondents. 

Hansen and Hurwitz "assumed away" the problem of hard core 

nonresponse. They assumed that the alternative means used 

to obtain responses from the subsample of initial 
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nonrespondents was 100 percent effective in obtaining a 

response. 

Auditors essentially use the same technique for 

confirmation nonresponse as the Hansen and Hurwitz [1946] 

method. Other evidence, such as subsequent cash receipts, 

shipping documents, billing documents, etc. is gathered for 

a sample of nonrespondents. The sample may be a census. 

The quality of the alternative evidence, however, is not 

equivalent to confirmation evidence. 

Of the three theories considered in this chapter, 

statistical inference theory seems most appropriate to the 

case of nonresponse to an auditor's request for confirmation 

of accounts receivable. Therefore, statistical theory was 

chosen to investigate the underlying response mechanism, as 

suggested by Rubin [1976]. Theory of audit evidence, on the 

other hand, seems most appropriate to the question of 

confirmation validity and therefore served to motivate an 

investigation into the question of the validity of 

confirmation evidence. 
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CHAPTER IV 

MODELS OF RESPONSE AND DETECTION 

Introduction 

None of the theories discussed in the previous chapter 

are specific enough to the problem of nonresponse to an 

auditor's request for confirmation of accounts receivable to 

allow for the development of a model of the underlying 

response function. Similarly, none of those theories 

address the problem of confirmation validity to an extent 

that allows for development of a model of error detection. 

Instead, previous studies (reviewed in Chapter II), past 

audit experience and a "confederacy of hunches" were used to 

develop the models in the following sections. 

A Model of the Underlying Response Function 

What factors would cause the recipient of a 

confirmation request to respond? Possible factors include: 

1. Materiality of the amount. 

2. Age of the account. 

3. Ability to verify a balance. 

4. Cost to verify a balance and respond. 

5. Disagreement with the account balance. 

6. Type of confirmation (e.g., positive, negative). 
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7. Customer policy regarding response. 

8. Confirmation format. 

Each of these factors is considered further in the following 

sections. 

Materiality of the Amount 

Davis, Neter and Palmer [1967] assumed that customers 

with large account balances would pay greater attention to a 

confirmation request than customers with small account 

balances. This seems like a reasonable assumption; 

however, previous researchers reported mixed results when 

account balance size was examined. For example, Ashton and 

Hylas [1981a] found that "small" accounts were more likely 

to respond than "large" accounts, whereas Davis, Neter and 

Palmer [1967] and Warren [1973] found no statistically 

significant differences in response rates due to size. 

Therefore, no research to date supports the assumption of 

Davis, Neter and Palmer as to materiality of the amount. 

One possible explanation is that when working with 

response to accounts receivable confirmations, materiality 

must be defined in terms of the corresponding accounts 

payable balances on the customers' books. Thus, if size is 

a factor that influences response, it would not be size of 

the account receivable that is important, but rather the 

size of the corresponding account payable. Although the 

relative size of a receivable is readily available 
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information, the relative size of the corresponding account 

payable is unknown. Therefore, unless the relative size of 

a receivable is highly correlated with the relative size of 

the corresponding payable, the receivable's size should not 

be a factor that influences response. 

A second possible explanation is that it is difficult 

to operationalize materiality. What one person considers to 

be a "large" account balance may not be considered large 

by another person. 

In the current research, since the field experiment was 

exploratory in nature, size was tested using the accounts 

receivable balance to determine if it was related to 

response. Furthermore, an attempt was made to evaluate 

account balance size from the point of view of the customer. 

Relative balances should be calculated using the total 

accounts payable of each customer. However, accounts 

payable totals were not available. Therefore, a proxy 

variable was employed to test for the presence of a 

relationship. Sales data were available for many of the 

customers and were used as a proxy for accounts payable. 

Admittedly, this was not the most desirable proxy, but it 

was the only one for which data were available. 
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Age of the Account 

Account balance age has not been examined or controlled 

in any previous empirical study on confirmations. Most 

companies offer credit terms requiring payment within thirty 

days. Accounts receivable balances are usually "aged" in 

thirty day intervals, with any balance more than thirty days 

old considered past due. 

A number of factors result in an account becoming past 

due. Some factors may be related to the likelihood of 

response. However, it is difficult to determine, a priori, 

how age affects response. Nonetheless, account balance age 

is an important variable to consider in that auditors often 

use age as one of the selection criteria for drawing a 

sample of accounts from the population for confirmation. 

(See, for example, Arens and Loebbecke [1984].) The account 

age selection criterion favors noncurrent accounts over 

current accounts. If older accounts are also less likely to 

respond to confirmation requests than current accounts, the 

selection criterion will bias the response rate downward. 

This, in turn, will result in additional audit time being 

spent in that it is common practice to extend audit 

procedures for nonrespondents. This would be inefficient in 

that the auditor (if not the client) typically proposes a 

large allowance for old accounts whether or not the customer 

returns the confirmation request. 
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Ability to Verify a Balance 

Several factors affect the ability to verify a balance. 

One factor is the internal controls over accounts payable. 

It is reasonable to assume that if a customer s internal 

controls are poor, it will be difficult to verify a balance. 

Since internal controls of the customer can not be observed, 

no attempt was made to test this factor. 

Another factor that affects the ability of a customer 

to verify a balance due is the customer's accounting system. 

Some companies use a voucher payable system. In a voucher 

payable system, each invoice is recorded separately and 

invoices are filed by voucher. Many such systems have not 

been programmed to sort by vendor. This makes it difficult 

to confirm a balance, and companies sometimes reply that 

they are unable to confirm accounts due to their voucher 

payable system. 

One method of improving response rates where voucher 

systems are in use is to confirm individual invoices rather 

than account balance totals. Krogstad and Romney [1980] 

reported sharply higher response rates when individual 

invoices were confirmed. However, Ashton and Hylas [1981a] 

reported conflicting results. 

For purposes of the current research, account balance 

totals were confirmed. Individual invoice confirmations had 

not been used in past years at the Faitoute Steel Company, 
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Inc. Also, in that the customer's accounting system is not 

observable, no attempt was made to test this factor. 

A third factor that affects the ability of a customer 

to verify a balance is transaction volume. No previous 

empirical study of accounts receivable confirmations 

examined the effect, if any, of transaction volume on 

response. Maynes [1968], in a study of the accuracy of 

reporting financial data by survey respondents, reported 

that account activity appeared to affect the accuracy of 

reporting. Large monthly fluctuations resulted in larger 

reporting errors than if balances remained relatively 

constant. Account activity, however, was not one of the 

variables that Maynes controlled in his experiment. Also, 

Maynes did not report whether transaction volume had an 

effect on response rates. 

No a priori reason exists that suggests that 

transaction volume is systematically related to the 

likelihood of response. An account with high volume may 

make it difficult to confirm a balance due on any given 

date. On the other hand, an account with high volume may 

indicate a more important account and one more prone to have 

errors. As such, a customer might be more inclined to 

investigate the records and reply to the confirmation 

request. 
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For purposes of the current research, given the 

exploratory nature of the investigation of the underlying 

response function, transaction volume was examined to 

determine its effect, if any, on response. Transaction 

volume was defined as the number of sales invoices issued to 

the customer for the fiscal year ended on the date of the 

field experiment. 

Cost to Verify a Balance and Respond 

All else equal, the more costly it is to verify an 

account balance, the less likely a customer will respond to 

a confirmation request. Auditors reduce the cost somewhat 

by enclosing a postage-paid, pre-addressed return envelope 

with the confirmation request. This, however, defrays only 

a small part of the overall cost to respond. 

The ease with which a balance can be verified will be 

related to cost. This factor was considered in the previous 

section. 

It is reasonable to assume that the cost of labor will 

vary across customers; thus, different customers will incur 

different costs of verification. The customers of a retail 

store, bank or public utility are in general very different 

from the customers of a manufacturing concern. The 

customers of a manufacturer are commercial companies with 

accounting departments and bookkeepers. Retail, bank and 

public utility customers, on the other hand, are, for the 
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most part, individual consumers, many of whom do not 

maintain any accounting records. This may make verification 

more costly. 

On the other hand, individuals will often find it 

easier to respond to a confirmation request. For example, 

when Davis, Neter and Palmer [1967] ran their experiment 

using a bank's demand deposits, customers received an "audit 

copy" of the bank statement along with the confirmation 

request. Although enclosing a statement reduces the 

independence of verification, it does facilitate the 

verification process and thereby increases the likelihood of 

response. Therefore, one way of capturing cost 

differentials is by examining the type of customer. 

Ashton and Hylas [1981b] tested the effect of addressee 

on response rates. They reported that addressee, which was 

varied in their experiment, had no effect on response rates. 

However, the addressee may not be the person ultimately 

responsible for verification of accounts receivable. 

The cost to verify and respond can not be observed a 

priori. Also, in the current research, all of the customers 

in the field experiment were commercial companies (except 

for nine government agencies). Therefore, to determine the 

effect, if any, in differences in costs to verify and 

respond across customer types, response rates were compared 

to response rates found in previous field experiments, all 

of which used companies with individuals as customers. 
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Disagreement with the Account Balance 

The most important, if not the most interesting factor 

leading to disagreement over an account balance is account 

accuracy. Auditors suspect that responses to confirmation 

requests are biased such that debtors are more likely to 

take exception to unfavorable errors than to favorable 

errors. For example, Arens and Loebbecke [1984, p. 439] 

stated that "confirmations are typically more effective in 

uncovering overstatements of accounts receivable than 

understatements." However, this remains an unanswered 

empirical question. Johnson, Leitch and Neter [1981] 

reviewed the results of fifty-five audits of accounts 

receivable and found that the proportion of overstatement 

errors was between ninety percent and one hundred percent of 

all errors discovered in forty-two of the fifty-five audits. 

It is difficult, without a controlled experiment, to 

determine the cause of this result. It suggests that 

response is a function of the direction of any errors. 

However, the result might also be due to a high base rate of 

overstatement errors. Johnson, Leitch and Neter suggested 

that duplicate billings and other factors might cause 

overstatement errors to be far more likely in the accounts 

than understatement errors. 

Another open question is whether favorable errors 

result in nonresponse or improper response. Suppose Company 
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XYZ owes Company UVW $1,000, but due to an error in Company 

UVW's accounting records, the receivable is only recorded as 

$800. When XYZ receives a request from UVW's auditors to 

confirm a debt of $800, how does XYZ react? Assuming XYZ 

discovers the error, three possible actions could be taken: 

(1) return the confirmation, noting the exception to the 

$800 balance, (2) return the confirmation, confirming as 

"correct" the $800 balance, or (3) ignore the confirmation 

request and simply not reply, perhaps hoping that the error 

will remain undiscovered. Therefore, response might be a 

function not only of account accuracy but also the direction 

of any errors (favorable as opposed to unfavorable). 

One problem with the account accuracy variable is that 

the size of any errors is relative, not only to the size of 

the account balance, but also to the individual. What one 

individual considers as a material error may be different 

from another's definition of materiality. For some 

bookkeepers, there is no such thing as a small error. Any 

discrepancy must be tracked down and resolved. On the other 

hand, no such problem exists with the direction of errors. 

Overstatement errors are unequivocally unfavorable to 

customers whereas understatements are favorable errors. 

For purposes of the current research, account accuracy 

was tested by introducing "large" and "small" errors into 

the accounts. Error size can be operationally defined in 
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several manners. For example, size can be based in terms of 

dollar magnitude or as a percentage of the account balance. 

The operational definition used in the field experiment is 

discussed in detail in the next chapter. Errors were in 

both directions (overstatements and understatements) and 

both issues, error size and error direction, were examined 

for their effects, if any, on response. 

Another factor resulting in disagreement with the 

account balance is dispute over the quality or quantity of 

merchandise shipped. Disputed amounts often result in 

past-due balances until the dispute is resolved. Disputed 

amounts should be reported to auditors on the confirmation 

form. Therefore, the variable "account age," previously 

discussed, is confounded. If an account is past due because 

of cash flow problems or poor internal controls, the result 

is more likely to be a nonresponse. If it is past due 

because of a disputed amount, the result is more likely to 

be a response. Therefore, subsequent cash receipts were 

examined for all accounts. Any disputed balances were 

investigated to determine the nature of the dispute and 

controlled for in the experiment if necessary. 

Type of Confirmation 

Two types of confirmations are in general use; the 

positive form and the negative form. With the positive 

form, the debtor is provided with a balance and is requested 
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to respond directly to the auditor as to whether or not the 

balance is correct. With the negative form, the debtor is 

instructed to reply only in the event of a disagreement with 

the balance. A third, but much less often used alternative 

is the blank form, for which no balance is provided and the 

debtor must fill in the amount due. Recognizing a 

difference in customer type, auditors typically use the 

positive form when auditing manufacturers, whereas the 

negative form is widely used in bank and retail audits or 

wherever customers are individual consumers. 

Previous researchers have found that the type of 

confirmation affects the likelihood of response. Sauls 

[1970] found a significant increase in nonresponse when the 

blank confirmation form was used as compared to the positive 

form, a result that he replicated in Sauls [1972]. The 

number of confirmations returned will be greater when the 

positive form is used as compared to the negative form in 

that debtors who agree with the balance need not return a 

negative form request. 

In the current research, it was not possible to test 

for differences in response due to type of confirmation. 

All of the customers were commercial companies (except for 

nine governmental agencies) and it is customary to send only 

the positive form confirmation with this type of customer 

base. Also, the positive form had been used in all previous 

audits of the company. 
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Customer Policy Regarding Response 

Some customers, as a matter of policy, do not respond 

to confirmation requests. In fact, some customers reply 

that it is their policy not to confirm account balances. 

Other customers may follow a similar policy, but do not 

bother to inform auditors of that policy. 

Although customer policy is an important factor in 

modeling the underlying response function, it is not 

observable prior to receiving confirmation replies, and 

then, only if the customer notifies the auditor of the 

policy. Therefore, no attempt was made to gather data on 

customer policy during the field experiment. 

Confirmation Format 

Recent research in behavioral science has shown that 

subtle differences in the way that questions are phrased can 

result in preference reversals or inconsistent.decisions 

(Tversky and Kahneman [1981]). One implication in an 

auditing context is that the layout of the confirmation form 

may affect response. Arguably, an infinite number of 

formats could be devised, varied and tested in a field 

experiment. Ashton and Hylas [1981b] varied the letterhead, 

signature and wording of confirmations, among other factors, 

and reported mixed results. 

In the current research, the population of accounts 

available for testing was 331, which limits the number of 
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factors that can be varied. Therefore, no attempt was made 

to test for possible format effects. 

A Model of Response 

Although no "hard" theory exists on response to an 

auditor's request for confirmation of accounts receivable, 

the previous discussion suggests the following model of the 

underlying response function. The model excludes those 

variables that were not tested in the current research. 

Response = f(s,a,v,t,d,e) 

where: 

s = account balance size 

a = account age 

v = transaction volume 

t = type of customer 

d = direction of errors 

e = size of errors 

Four additional variables, the customer's accounting 

system, the customer's policy regarding confirmation 

response, the type of confirmation and the confirmation 

format are also believed to have an effect on response. 

However, the first two variables were excluded from the 

above model because they were not observable prior to 

conducting the field experiment. As previously explained, 
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it was not possible to vary the third and fourth excluded 

variables, type of confirmation and confirmation format, in 

the current research. 

Given the exploratory nature of the field experiment, 

no hypotheses are proposed. However, the following 

summarizes the expected effects: 

1. Account balance size—response should be more likely 

from large accounts. However, no effect is expected 

because materiality is relative and based on the 

respondent's perception of size. 

2. Account balance age--since several factors affect the 

age of an account, with differing effects possible on 

response, no prediction is offered for this variable. 

3. Transaction volume—the effects, if any, are 

difficult to predict. Therefore, no prediction is 

offered for this variable. 

4. Type of customer—the effects, if any, are difficult 

to predict. Therefore, no prediction is offered for 

this variable. 

5. Error direction—customers whose accounts contain 

unfavorable errors are more likely to respond.than 

those with favorable errors. Furthermore, customers 

whose accounts contain errors are more likely to 

respond than those with correctly stated balances. 
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6. Error size--response should be more likely from 

accounts with large errors than accounts with small 

errors. However, no effect is expected since error 

size is relative and materiality is subjective. 

In addition to the above, there may be an interaction 

between two or more variables. One possible interaction 

involves the size of an error and the direction of the 

error. For example, a customer who receives a confirmation 

that contains a "large" unfavorable error might be more 

motivated to report the error than customers in any other 

category. Another possible interaction is between error 

size and account balance size. For example, when error size 

is defined as a percentage of the account balance, a large 

percentage error may be more significant when coupled with a 

large account balance than with a small balance. These 

interactions were examined in the current research. 

However, it is expected that no significant interactions 

will be detected because of the aforementioned problems with 

operationalizing error size. 

A Model of the Error Detection Function 

A model of error detection must include a model of 

response. An auditor is not aware of error detection unless 

a customer responds to the confirmation request and reports 

the discrepancy. Furthermore, the same variables that 

affect response may also have an impact on the likelihood of 
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detection of errors. For example, "large" balances are more 

likely to be investigated than "small" balances. Davis, 

Neter and Palmer [1967] reported that although response 

rates were equivalent based on account balance size, 

detection rates were higher for the "large" accounts. The 

authors presumed that customers with large balances 

performed their confirmation tasks more carefully. 

As previously stated, Maynes [1968] reported that 

account activity affected the accuracy of reporting 

financial data in a survey. Since Maynes was not testing 

confirmations, it is unclear as to whether his result can be 

applied to accounts receivable confirmations. Furthermore, 

account activity was not one of the variables that Maynes 

controlled in his research. Maynes suggested that customers 

with high activity accounts will have greater difficulty in 

detecting errors. 

One problem with testing the affect of account activity 

on error detection is that account activity is highly 

correlated with account balance size. Therefore, the effect 

of each variable on error detection and reporting is 

confounded. Large accounts may take the confirmation task 

more seriously, as suggested by Davis, Neter and Palmer 

[1967] or may have greater difficulty in detecting errors as 

suggested by Maynes [1968]. Due to the likely 

multicollinearity of the variables "account balance size" 
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and "transaction volume," each variable was analyzed 

separately in the LOGIT models discussed in the next 

chapter. 

A customer's internal controls over accounts payable 

will have an impact on the likelihood of detection of 

errors. Presumably, if internal controls are weak, it will 

be more difficult to detect discrepancies than if internal 

controls are strong. Weak internal controls might also lead 

to more improper responses, such as reporting an exception 

when, in fact, the balance is correct. 

As for disagreements with the account balance due to 

favorable or unfavorable errors, previous researchers 

reported mixed results. Sorkin [1977] found that detection 

rates were higher for customers who were sent confirmations 

with unfavorable errors as compared to favorable errors. 

Sorkin also found that large errors were more easily 

detected and reported than small errors. 

Warren [1973] also found statistically significant 

differences in detection rates for groups sent confirmations 

with errors unfavorable to the recipient as opposed to 

favorable errors. Sauls [1970] and Hubbard and Bullington 

[1972], however, did not find that to be the case. 

Since the customers of manufacturing concerns typically 

employ accounts payable personnel, presumably, detection of 

errors will be better than when customers are individuals, 
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many of whom maintain no records. Although type of customer 

can not be varied in the current research, differences in 

detection rates were examined between this field experiment 

and previous field experiments, where the customers were 

individuals. 

Warren [1973], Sorkin [1977] and Sauls [1970] reported 

that the type of confirmation had a significant effect on 

detection of errors. However, this variable was not 

included in the proposed model because type of confirmation 

could not be varied in the field experiment. 

A Model of Error Detection 

Although no "hard" theory exists on error detection, 

the previous discussion suggests that error detection (and 

reporting) is affected by the same variables that are 

believed to have an effect on response. Therefore, the 

following model of error detection is proposed: 

Detection = f(s,a,v,t,d,e) 

where each of the above variables is the same as previously 

defined. 

The variables "customer policy regarding response," 

"customer accounting system," "type of confirmation" and 

"confirmation format" have been excluded from the above 

model because either variation or a priori observation was 

not possible in the field experiment. 
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As was the case with response, no hypotheses are 

proposed, given the exploratory nature of this research and 

the lack of hard theory. However, the following summarizes 

the expected effects: 

1. Account balance size—error detection should be more 

likely with large accounts. However, no effect is 

expected since size is relative and based on the 

customer's perception of size. 

2. Account balance age--since several factors affect the 

age of an account, with differing effects possible on 

detection, no prediction is offered for this 

variable. 

3. Transaction volume—accounts with low volatility are 

more likely to detect errors than accounts with high 

volatility. 

4. Type of customer—corporate customers are more likely 

to detect errors than individual customers. 

5. Error direction—customers receiving confirmations 

with unfavorable errors are more likely to detect and 

report the errors than customers receiving 

confirmations with favorable errors. 

6. Error size—the larger the error, the more likely it 

is to be detected and reported. However, no effect 

is expected since error size is relative and 

materiality is subjective. 
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In addition, there may be an interaction between two or 

more of the variables. As previously discussed, the 

interaction between error size and error direction may be 

significant. Also, the interaction between error size and 

account balance size was examined. When error size is 

defined in percentage terms, the interaction between error 

size and account balance size results in a variable that 

defines errors in terms of dollar magnitude as well as 

percentage of account balance. 

One additional interaction that may be significant is 

the interaction between error size and transaction volume. 

If high volume accounts result in greater difficulty in 

detecting errors, then there may be a greater likelihood of 

ignoring small errors than large errors. 

Each of the aforementioned interactions was examined in 

the current research. However, as was discussed previously, 

the significance of these interactions may be difficult to 

detect because of the aforementioned problems with the 

operational definition of the error size variable. 

Therefore, no effect is expected. 
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CHAPTER V 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

Analysis of Variance 

The field experiment was originally designed so as to 

facilitate an analysis of variance (ANOVA). For the ANOVA, 

it was necessary to group the data using a counterbalanced 

experimental design. This was due to the highly skewed 

distribution of the account age and account size variables. 

The majority of the customers' balances were relatively 

small in size and most were current. To control for 

correlation between the age and size variables, a 

contingency table was used with various levels of age and 

size, so as to maximize the minimum number of firms in each 

cell. The cell with the smallest number of companies 

determined the number of companies that could be used in 

each of the other cells. 

Table 2 provides a diagram of the contingency table 

used in the field experiment. With the counterbalanced 

design, an equal number of companies are used in each cell; 

therefore, excess companies in a cell were removed at 

random. The counterbalanced design assures that the 

covariance between the age and size variables is zero. 

Errors were then randomly assigned to the companies within 

each cell. 

66 
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Using the June 30, 1983 accounts receivable aged trial 

balance, a contingency table with three levels of age and 

five levels of size resulted in one cell with only two 

companies, since this was an insufficient number to 

determine the effects of errors, a cruder division of the 

age variable was necessary. With two levels of age (current 

and noncurrent) and four levels of size, the smallest cell 

contained thirty companies. Size cutoff points were chosen 

to maximize the minimum number of companies in each cell. 

Therefore, for purposes of the ANOVA, 240 of the 331 

accounts at June 30 were used (eight cells with thirty 

companies each). 

The next step was to randomly assign the error 

conditions. No model exists to determine the appropriate 

operational definition of error size. One possibility is to 

define error size as a percentage of the account balance. 

(Other possible operational definitions are considered in 

the following section on LOGIT analysis.) Since response 

behavior may be different for small errors as opposed to 

large errors and favorable errors as opposed to unfavorable 

errors, five levels of account accuracy were chosen as 

follows: twenty percent favorable errors, three percent 

favorable errors, a control group with no errors, three 

percent unfavorable errors and twenty percent unfavorable 

errors. 
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In a discussion with the auditors, it was agreed that a 

three percent error was an immaterial error from an audit 

perspective, where as a twenty percent error was considered 

a material misstatement of accounts receivable. Although a 

twenty percent misstatement may seem unlikely, errors as 

large as one hundred percent can occur in accounts 

receivable. Johnson, Leitch and Neter [1981] reported that 

one hundred percent errors had a frequency of at least 

nineteen percent for five of the ten audits examined that 

contained the most errors. A one hundred percent 

overstatement would result from a duplicate billing error or 

the misposting of a cash receipt to the incorrect customer 

account. The frequency of twenty percent errors was not 

reported. 

The resulting ANOVA was a completely crossed 4 X 2 X 5 

design with four levels of size, two levels of age and five 

levels of errors. There were forty cells with six companies 

m each cell. Further grouping of the data was necessary, 

however, to overcome the problem caused by having a 

dichotomous, dependent variable. Responses must be totalled 

within each cell so that the dependent variable can take on 

more than just one of two values. This resulted in a 

considerable loss of data. Therefore, a second method of 

analysis was employed to evaluate the models, a LOGIT 

regression. 
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LOGIT Analysis 

LOGIT regression is in some respects similar to linear 

regression, except that a logistic function is fit to the 

data instead of a linear function. Linear regression is 

inappropriate when the dependent variable is a binary 

variable. (See, for example, Judge, Griffiths, Hill and Lee 

[1980] for.a discussion of the problems with use of linear 

regression in these situations.) LOGIT is one of several 

possible alternative procedures that could be used to 

analyze this data. Maddala [1983] has shown that when the 

dependent variable is dichotomous, various alternatives to 

LOGIT, such as PROBIT, yield essentially equivalent results. 

For purposes of the LOGIT analysis, all 331 account 

balances can be used, as opposed to just 240 in the ANOVA 

design. However, there are two problems with the 

operational definition of errors that must be addressed for 

the LOGIT analysis. One problem, discussed in the previous 

chapter, is that error size is subjective. The second 

problem is that error size, as defined for the ANOVA, is 

confounded by account balance size. For example, a twenty 

percent error in a seven dollar account balance is probably 

viewed as "small" by most people, whereas a three percent 

error in a twenty four thousand dollar account balance may 

be viewed as "large." 
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One possible solution to the problem of confounding of 

error size with account balance size is to include an 

interaction term in the LOGIT analysis for the interaction 

of account balance size with error size. When error size is 

defined in percentage terms, the interaction term allows for 

analysis of the effects, if any, of producing errors that 

are large" (or "small") in dollar magnitude as well as 

percentage. For example, twenty percent errors applied to 

accounts over $1,000, can be compared to three percent 

errors applied to accounts under $100. 

An alternative means of defining error size is to 

calculate the mean and standard deviation of each error and 

"standardize" the errors. In this manner, "large" and 

"small" can be operationalized in terms of standard 

deviations from the mean error. 

Another alternative operational definition is to define 

error size an terms of dollar magnitude. For example, the 

median error in the current research is $40. Errors can be 

classified as "large" if they are above the median and 

"small" otherwise. Since $40 may not appear to be "large" 

to the confirmation recipient, other dollar amounts can be 

substituted. For example, "large" can be defined as an 

error in excess of $100. Yet another alternative is to use 

a combination of dollars and percentages. For instance, a 

large" error can be defined as one that is twenty percent 

of the balance and no smaller than $40. 
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The preceding discussion indicates that defining 

materiality is problematic. In that the current research is 

exploratory, several alternative definitions of error size 

were used in the LOGIT models that appear below. 

The LOGIT model of response, based on the model 

developed in the previous chapter, is expressed as follows: 

1 
Ri = (Eq. 1) 

— ( 1 X +/3 2^21 3 * 3l 5 * 5c ̂  

1 + e 

where: 

= the probability that customer i responded. 

xx = the logarithm of the account balance amount. 

x2 = the age of the account balance. 

x3 = the logarithm of transaction volume. 

x 4 = the direction of errors. 

x5 = error size. 

The right hand side of equation 1 is the cumulative 

logistic probability function. Since account balances were 

highly skewed, a log transformation was used for variable 

Xx. Account age, X2, is a binary variable and was coded 0 

if the account was current and 1 if the account was 

noncurrent. Transaction volume, X3, was based on the number 

of sales transactions with the customer for the year. A log 

transformation was used since this variable was highly 

skewed. The direction of errors, X4, is a categorical 
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variable, coded 1 for favorable errors, 0 for no errors, and 

-1 for unfavorable errors. Error size, X5, was calculated 

using several alternative definitions as follows: 

1. Percentages—large was defined and coded 1 if twenty 

percent, 0 for no errors, and -1 for small errors 

(three percent). 

2. Dollar magnitude—a continuous variable derived by 

multiplying the error percentage by the account 

balance. Absolute values were taken in that error 

direction is a separate variable. 

3. Median—large was defined and coded 1 if the error 

was greater than the median error, 0 if no error, and 

-1 otherwise. 

4. Absolute amount—large was defined and coded 1 if the 

absolute error was greater than $100, 0 if no error 

and -1 otherwise. 

5. Combined amount—large was defined and coded 1 if the 

error was twenty percent and greater than $40, 0 if 

no error and -1 otherwise. 

Categorical definitions of error size in terms of dollar 

magnitude were necessary in addition to definition number 

two above due to the fact that the absolute value of the 

actual errors was highly skewed. Also, due to the skewness 

of account balances, a sixth possible definition of errors 

(based on standardized errors) was not used because only six 
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of the errors exceeded two standard deviations from the mean 

error. 

Equation 1 can be rewritten as: 

— ( 0C+£ 1 X It 2*2c 3^31 4* 4c 5 * 5i ) 
Rt = e (Eq. 2) 

1 - Rl 

Note that the left hand side of equation 2 is simply the 

odds form of the probability of receiving a response. 

Taking logarithms of both sides of equation 2 yields the 

model: 

ln( Ri ) = +^2x2i+(83x3i+|84x4l+(85x5l (Eq. 3) 
1 - Rt 

LOGIT regression was also used to analyze the validity 

of confirmation responses. For purposes of this analysis, 

responses were coded as 1 if the customer responded properly 

(i.e., detected the error and reported it) and 0 if the 

customer failed to detect the error. The LOGIT model for 

detection, based on the model developed in the previous 

chapter, is as follows: 

1 
Dl = (Eq. 4) 

~ ( <X+£ 1 X +/3 2^2i "*"£ 3 * 3«. 4^ 4c S X 5 i ) 

1 + e 

where: 

= the probability that customer i responded properly. 

Xj = the logarithm of the account balance. 

X 2 = the age of the account balance. 
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X3 = the logarithm of transaction volume. 

X 4 = the direction of errors. 

X5 = error size. 

Equation 4 can be converted into the odds form of the 

probability of detecting (and reporting) an error. Then, 

taking logarithms of both sides of the equation yields the 

model: 

ifl ( Pi ) l̂ li ^ 4̂ 4i, (E(J. 5) 
1 - Dl 

Each of the variables in equation 5 was coded in the same 

manner as was the case in equation 1, except for the error 

size and error direction variables. When examining 

confirmation validity, error direction and some of the 

alternative definitions of error size are dichotomous due to 

the elimination from consideration of the control group 

(accounts that received no errors). Therefore, errors were 

coded as 1 if large and 0 otherwise and error direction was 

coded as 1 if unfavorable and 0 otherwise. 

Prior to running the regressions, each of the 

independent variables was examined to test the regression 

assumptions. As previously discussed, the variables 

"account balance size" and "transaction volume" required log 

transformations to make them more linear. 
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Field Experiment Controls 

First requests were mailed on July 12, 1983. An 

example of the confirmation form used appears in Appendix A. 

Second requests were mailed approximately two weeks later to 

those customers who had not as yet responded to the first 

requests. Second requests were marked "Second Request" in 

bold, red letters. 

Although the confirmation form clearly instructs 

customers to communicate any differences directly with the 

auditors, it was anticipated that some customers would call 

the company instead. This expectation was based on the 

previous audit experience of the experimenter and prior 

studies reviewed in Chapter II. As a means of maintaining 

complete control over the experiment, the company agreed to 

allow the experimenter to pose as an accounts receivable 

clerk of the company. All phone calls relating to the 

auditor's confirmation request were routed directly to the 

experimenter. Since the field work continued for six weeks 

after the first mailing of confirmation requests, the 

experimenter was able to intercept all phone calls that 

pertained to the confirmation requests. Any such responses 

from customers were analyzed separately. 

In order to assure that accounts receivable balances 

were correctly posted consistent with Faitoute Steel's 

records and policies prior to experimental manipulation, all 
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of the balances were internally audited by the experimenter. 

No inadvertent errors nor compilation errors were noted. In 

addition, the company had been audited for at least twenty 

years (including four years by the experimenter). Based on 

past experience, it is reasonable to place a high degree of 

reliance on the company's records. 

Returned confirmations were coded in the following 

manner. If no exception was taken with the balance per 

confirmation, the response was coded as proper (coded 1) if 

there was no experimental manipulation of the balance. The 

response was coded as improper (coded 0) if the customer 

failed to report an exception and the account had been 

adjusted by the experimenter by three or twenty percent. 

For those cases where a customer reported an exception to 

the confirmation balance, the exception noted was 

investigated. Responses were coded as proper if the 

customer took exception to a balance that had been adjusted 

by experimental manipulation. Exceptions resulting from 

payments in transit were also investigated and tied to 

subsequent cash receipts. If the customer reported a zero 

balance due to payment in full (in transit), the 

confirmation was coded as proper. 

Coding the accounts in the manner described above may 

result in biasing the overall rate of detection upward. A 

customer that reported a zero balance due to a payment (in 
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transit) may not have actually detected any error. However, 

the customer would be recording the proper balance according 

to his or her records (zero), and therefore, the 

confirmation must be coded as proper. The degree of bias 

from the aforementioned coding is not believed to be 

significant. 

Customers that replied that they were unable to confirm 

account balances (due, for example, to the nature of their 

accounting system) were coded as having responded to the 

confirmation request for purposes of the analysis of 

response. These accounts were not, however, used for the 

analysis of error detection. 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE DATA SET 

Faitoute Steel Company, Inc. is a steel warehousing 

operation located in Newark, New Jersey. It purchases large 

quantities of steel from major manufacturers and resells the 

steel in small quantities and/or sizes. Annual sales are 

approximately $6,000,000. All of its customers are 

commercial companies with the exception of occasional sales 

to local, state and federal government agencies. Most of 

the customers are small to medium sized firms located in New 

York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania. A few customers are 

quite large and are listed in the Fortune 500. In many 

respects, the customers are typical of those found on most 

audits of manufacturers. 

A review of the aged accounts receivable trial balance 

for June 30, 1983, the date of the field experiment, 

revealed the following additional information. There were 

335 accounts in total, four of which contained credit 

balances. Credit balance accounts were excluded from the 

population for purposes of the field experiment. The 

balances for approximately forty percent of the sample 

represented single billings (one invoice). For about half 

of the accounts in the population, the entire balance was 
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classified as "current" (less than 30 days past due). Only 

eight of the accounts were in the 90 days past due and over 

age category. Finally, only nine of the customers were 

government agencies. 

An analysis of account balance size revealed that size 

was not distributed normally. The mean balance was $1,624 

with a standard deviation of $3,246. The median balance was 

$585. The accounts receivable aged trial balance for June 

30, 1983 was available for testing on July 7, 1983 and 

confirmations were sent in conjunction with the start of the 

audit by Arthur Young and Company on July 11, 1983. 

Data collected during the field experiment includes the 

following: 

1. Date and amount of each invoice making up a balance. 

2. Date and amount of subsequent payment for each 

customer with a June 30, 1983 balance. 

3. Date and amount of subsequent credit memos issued 

relating to a June 30 balance. 

4. Date and amount of any subsequent "bad debt" 

write-off of a customer's account that existed at 

June 30, 1983. 

5. Transaction volume for the year for each customer 

with a June 30 balance. 

6. Confirmation responses. 

7. Customer size, based on sales. 
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Customer sales data were collected from several 

sources. Dun and Bradstreet credit reports were used for 

those customers for whom a report was on file at Faitoute 

Steel. In addition, Dun and Bradstreet's Million Dollar 

Directory was used. Finally, MacRae's Industrial Directory 

was used for those companies whose sales could not be 

determined from other sources. MacRae's was used as a 

source of last resort because the sales data, when 

available, was only specified in certain ranges. The 

largest category disclosed by MacRae's was simply sales "in 

excess of $10,000,000." 

A correlation matrix of the independent variables, 

based on the data collected for the 331 companies in the 

population, is presented in Table III. The analysis 

indicated that account balance size was somewhat correlated 

with transaction volume. The first-order correlation 

coefficient is nearly 0.50. The relationship between these 

two variables may result in multicollinearity, which would 

affect the detection of a relationship between each 

independent variable and the dependent variable. In order 

to control for possible multicollinearity, the LOGIT models 

presented in the previous chapter were modified during the 

analysis. Each model was run with one of the correlated 

variables excluded. Also, the models were run with all of 

the variables included. A discussion of the results of 

these analyses appears in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER VII 

FIELD EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

Analysis of Response 

The results of the LOGIT regression of response are 

presented in Table IV. The LOGIT regression was performed 

using the maximum likelihood method in BMDP [1987]. The 

surprising result of this analysis was that response was not 

a function of error direction, nor was it a function of the 

presence of errors. Those receiving confirmation requests 

with unfavorable errors were equally as likely to respond as 

those with no errors and those with favorable errors. 

Furthermore, response was not related to any of the 

variables tested. 

The overall response rate was 68.6 percent. This is 

comparable to the overall rate of 69 percent reported by 

Potter [1957] for forty audits of industrial companies. It 

is much lower than the response rates found in the field 

experiments discussed in Chapter II. For example, Davis, 

Neter and Palmer [1967] and Sauls [1970] reported response 

rates of approximately 90 percent for groups that were sent 

positive confirmations. Sorkin [1977] and Warren [1973] 

reported overall response rates of 78 percent and 74 percent 

respectively. Although it is difficult to draw conclusions 
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from comparison of results across experiments, the 

implication is that individuals are more likely to respond 

to positive confirmation requests than are corporations. 

In addition to the LOGIT model of response, the results 

of which are reported in Table IV, a number of variations to 

the model were tested. Each variation tested is described 

briefly below. However, since none of the modifications 

resulted in any changes in the statistical significance of 

any of the variables, the specific results of the modified 

models were not reported in separate tables. 

One modification concerned the nine government agencies 

among the 331 confirmation recipients. Response rates are 

generally much lower for government agencies than for 

commercial/industrial companies. Therefore, the model of 

response was also tested on a sample that excluded the nine 

government accounts. There was essentially no change in the 

results. 

Another modification concerned twelve customers who 

called the company. The confirmation form specifically 

requests that customers report any differences directly to 

the auditors. However, under the controls of the field 

experiment, all calls to the company regarding confirmations 

were handled by the experimenter. It seemed appropriate to 

include these cases in the LOGIT model of response. 

Usually, an auditor does not find out about callers (unless 
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by accident). Therefore, the results reported in Table IV 

include the twelve callers. The model of response was also 

tested without the twelve callers with no significant 

difference in results. 

Concern due to possible multicollinearity between 

account balance size and transaction volume led to a test of 

a reduced model. First, account balance size was tested, 

excluding transaction volume from the analysis. Then, 

transaction volume was tested, excluding account balance 

size. Neither variable was statistically significant in 

explaining confirmation response. 

As discussed in Chapter IV, account balance size is 

probably most relevant if viewed from the standpoint of the 

relative size of the accounts payable balance rather than 

the accounts receivable balance. However, accounts payable 

totals were not available. As a proxy to determine relative 

size, sales data were collected. However, total sales are 

not perfectly correlated with total accounts payable. 

' Furthermore, sales data were unavailable for 125 of the 331 

customers. Moreover, the sales data that were available 

varied in quality. For many of the firms, only a range of 

sales was available. 

For the model of response, the LOGIT regression was run 

substituting relative accounts payable data for the account 

balance size variable. The relative payable was obtained by 
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dividing the account balance by total sales (in thousands). 

When a range of sales was all that was available, the 

midpoint of the range was used. When sales were stated to 

be "in excess of $10,000/000" (in MacRae s Industrial 

Directory [1983]), $10,000,000 was used for the relative 

payable calculation. This resulted in some distortion since 

the actual amount that sales exceeded $10,000,000 was 

unknown. 

Due to the inherent unreliability of the sales data, 

the results reported in Table XV were based on defining 

account balance size in terms of the accounts receivable 

balance. However, the model of response was run using the 

less reliable, relative payable (proxy) variable. The 

results were similar to those reported in Table IV, in that 

none of the variables tested were statistically, 

significantly related to response. 

Faitoute Steel Company management indicated that most 

of the customers that failed to provide sales data were 

relatively small in size. In order to test whether the 

missing sales data may have biased the results of the above 

analysis, the LOGIT model of response was modified to 

include a dummy variable for missing data. (Cohen and Cohen 

[1983] contains a discussion of this technique for dealing 

with missing data.) The missing data variable was not 

statistically significant, indicating that missing sales 

data did not bias the analysis. 
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As previously discussed, the operational definition of 

error size is problematic. The results presented in Table 

IV were based on error size defined in terms of percentages 

(three and twenty percent). Effects coding was necessary 

due to inclusion of a control group that did not receive 

confirmations with errors. Each of the alternative 

definitions of error size discussed in Chapter V was 

substituted in the LOGIT model of response with no 

significant difference in results. 

The final variation to the model of response was 

inclusion of various interaction terms discussed previously 

in Chapter IV. The interaction between error size and error 

direction was examined as well as the interaction between 

error size and account balance size and error size and 

transaction volume. None of these interactions were 

statistically significant. 

For each variation of the model of response to an 

auditor's request for confirmation of accounts receivable, 

it was found that none of the variables tested was 

statistically significant. The implication of this result 

is that nonresponses are missing at random. However, before 

drawing any policy implications from this result, it is 

necessary to consider the validity of the responses. 
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Analysis of Confirmation Validity 

The results of the LOGIT regression of error detection 

are reported in Table V. The analysis is comparable to what 

has been termed "net" detection in the confirmation 

literature. It is the log likelihood of detection, given 

that a customer responded to the confirmation request. 

Table V was based on 152 usable responses from the 175 

respondents who were sent confirmations with errors. 

For purposes of the analysis of error detection, a 

total of twenty-three cases were deemed to be unusable. Ten 

customers responded that they were unable or unwilling to 

confirm any accounts receivable balance. An additional 

twelve customers called the company to inquire about the 

balance on the confirmation request. All but one knew the 

correct amount and wanted to check with the company to 

reconcile the difference. Since all such calls were handled 

by the experimenter, and since callers were assisted by the 

experimenter in filling out the confirmation form, responses 

from callers were deleted from the analysis of error 

detection. The final deleted observation was due to a 

customer who took exception to the balance, and the 

exception could not be reconciled to Faitoute Steel's 

records. 

The results reported in Table V indicate that 

confirmation validity was related to the direction of errors 
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(significant at the .03 level). Unfavorable errors were 

more likely to be detected and reported than errors that 

were favorable to the customer. Also, validity was weakly 

related to the size of the errors (significant at the .06 

level). Twenty percent errors were more likely to be 

detected and reported than three percent errors. 

The overall net detection rate was 76.3 percent in the 

current research compared to 49.0 percent for the field 

experiments discussed in Chapter II. The difference could 

be attributable to differences in customer type. However, 

the lower detection rates reported in previous studies might 

also be due to experimental design flaws, such as the 

confounding effect of interest and the exclusion of 

statements of account as previously discussed. 

Table VI was based on 237 usable cases from the 260 

customers that were sent confirmations with errors. The 

analysis is comparable to what has been termed -gross-

detection in the confirmation literature. It is the log 

likelihood of detection, given that the account balance was 

in error. The difference between gross detection and net 

detection is that gross detection includes nonrespondents. 

The twenty-three cases that were deemed to be -unusable" are 

the same twenty-three cases that were excluded from the 

analysis of net detection. 
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As can be seen in Table VI, confirmation validity was 

weakly related to the direction of errors (significant at 

the .08 level). However, the significance of the error size 

variable changed as compared to net detection. With net 

detection, error size was significant at the .06 level as 

compared to .40 using the gross detection model. Similarly, 

the significance of transaction volume changed from 

insignificant with net detection to weakly significant (at 

the .08 level) using gross detection. 

The difference in results between net detection and 

gross detection can be explained as follows. Initially, a 

confirmation recipient may decide whether or not to respond 

to a confirmation request. As seen in Table IV, response 

was randomly related to the variables tested. Given a 

decision to respond, some customers simply sign the request 

without really investigating the difference. This behavior 

was referred to as "say yes" behavior by Sorkin [1977] and 

the CICA [1980]. Perhaps "say yes" behavior results from 

"eyeballing" the balance to determine if it is reasonable. 

If this assumption is correct, it would explain why three 

percent errors are less likely to be reported than twenty 

percent errors. Since gross detection includes 

nonrespondents, and since nonresponse is random, that would 

explain why error size was not significant in the LOGIT 

analysis of gross detection. 
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The difference in the significance of transaction 

volume can be similarly explained. Transaction volume was 

not significant in explaining overall response (reported in 

Table IV). This may be due to an initial decision as to 

whether or not to respond as a matter of policy. Given a 

decision to respond, the investigation of the account 

balance may be affected by transaction volume. With high 

volume, the cost to investigate a discrepancy increases and 

may ultimately result in a nonresponse. On the other hand, 

"say yes" behavior will result in improper responses that 

are perhaps unrelated to transaction volume. Therefore, 

transaction volume was not significant in the LOGIT model of 

net detection even though it was weakly significant in the 

model of gross detection. 

As was the case with the LOGIT model of response, a 

number of variations to the LOGIT models of detection (net 

and gross) were tested. Excluding government agencies did 

not alter the results. Including the twelve customers who 

called the company did not alter the results. Furthermore, 

substituting the relative payable (proxy) variable for 

account balance size did not significantly change the 

results reported in Tables V and VI. Moreover, the missing 

sales data dummy variable was not statistically significant. 

A significant difference in results did occur when 

alternative definitions of error size were substituted into 
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the model. The results presented in Tables V and VI were 

based on error size defined in terms of percentages (three 

and twenty percent). The use of an* alternative definition 

of error size resulted in non-statistically significant 

results for the error size variable. 

The final variation to the models of detection (gross 

and net) was inclusion of various interaction terms 

discussed in Chapter IV. The interaction between error size 

and error direction was not significant. The interaction of 

error size and account balance size was significant at the 

.03 level for net detection and the .08 level for gross 

detection. However, the resulting interaction was not 

interpretable. In other words, the null hypothesis of no 

significant interaction can not be rejected because the 

resulting interaction was not in the direction expected. 

The interaction of error size with transaction volume 

produced nearly identical results to the interaction of 

error size and account balance size. 

The reason the interaction results were not 

interpretable may be due to the confounding effects of 

transaction volume and account balance size. On the one 

hand, a large account balance may result in improved error 

detection if the customer is more careful in conducting the 

task due to the significance of the account. On the other 

hand, a large account balance that is large due to high 
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transaction volume may result in greater customer difficulty 

in detecting errors due to the higher volatility in the 

account. 

Other Significant Results 

in assessing the validity of confirmation evidence, 

auditors might be more concerned with the gross detection 

rate than the net detection rate. Under the controls of the 

field experiment, the error rate in the population was 

known. Yet, only 47 percent of the errors were actually 

detected and reported to the auditors on the confirmation 

forms. Using confirmation evidence to assess the error rate 

in the population would have resulted in severe 

underestimation of the actual number of errors. 

Furthermore, since unfavorable errors were more likely to be 

reported than favorable errors, an estimate of the overall 

amount of error in the total population of accounts 

receivable would have been biased. The implication of this 

result is that confirmation evidence has a low degree of 

validity with respect to detection of errors. 

Another result that should be of concern to auditors 

involves the extent to which customers call a company to 

investigate confirmation exceptions. Twelve customers, 

representing 3.6 percent of the total in the field 

experiment, called despite instructions to report 

differences directly to the auditor. Several of the callers 
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wanted to know what they should write on the confirmation 

form. Although the percentage of customers who called is 

low, the potential for undetected fraud is greater than if 

customers refrained from calling the company under audit. 

Another result of interest involves the variable 

"account balance age." Age was not found to be significant 

in explaining response. It was significant at the .10 level 

in explaining gross and net detection. However, the 

presence of a relationship may have been masked by the data. 

For purposes of this research, it was necessary to group 

accounts into just one of two age categories, current and 

noncurrent. Included in the noncurrent category was any 

customer whose account was past due, even if only a portion 

of the total balance was past due. Only seventeen customers 

had balances that were more than sixty days past due, where 

the entire balance was classified as such. An examination 

of the seventeen accounts indicated that the overall 

response rate was only thirty-five percent, approximately 

half the response rate for the entire population. 

Therefore, in a situation where more of the customers 

accounts are past due than was the case at Faitoute Steel, 

it is possible that confirmation response may be related to 

the age of the account. 

The gross detection rate for the seventeen accounts 

with balances more than sixty days past due was only 
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twenty-three percent. Again, this is about half the rate 

for the entire population. Therefore, there may be a 

relationship between account balance age and error detection 

that was masked in the current research due to the lack of 

many past due accounts• 

As previously discussed, nine of the customers xn the 

field experiment were government agencies. It should be 

noted that three of these agencies did, in fact, respond. 

The overall response rate for the 322 commercial customers 

was 69.6 percent. A chi-square test of independence 

indicated that the difference in response rates (compared to 

33.3 percent for governmental units) was significant at the 

.025 level, thus supporting the belief that government 

agencies are less likely to respond to an auditor's 

confirmation request than commercial companies. 

Two additional results of interest concern the ethics 

involved in a field experiment of the type conducted. A 

review of the subsequent cash receipts for each customer 

indicated that no customer paid an incorrect amount. No 

attempt was made to pay a lesser amount in the case of 

favorable errors. 

Some concern was raised by the auditors about the 

ethics of conducting an experiment using unsuspecting 

customers. The experimenter wanted to send a follow-up 

letter to each customer who was sent a confirmation with an 
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altered balance. However, the auditors refused to permi 

such a letter. One customer that called the company knew 

that it was inappropriate to call, but she had spent several 

hours trying to reconcile her books to the confirmation 

amount without any success. She, as well as other callers, 

was told that the auditors had discovered a posting error 

that very day and it was too late to send out a revised 

confirmation. 

in conducting an experiment of this type, the ethics of 

using subjects who are unaware of participation in an 

experiment must be weighed against the realism that is 

achieved otherwise. Similarly, the cost to customers of 

investigating balances that are not, in fact, in error, must 

be weighed against the quest for knowledge that could 

otherwise not be obtained. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Discussion and Summary 

The two primary objectives of the thesis research were 

fulfilled. One objective was to conduct an exploratory 

investigation into the underlying response function to an 

auditor's request for positive confirmation of accounts 

receivable. The confirmation procedure generally results in 

missing data. Based on the recommendation of Rubin [1976], 

it is important to understand the process that causes 

certain data to be missing. 

A model of response was formulated in Chapter IV. A 

field experiment was conducted during an actual audit in 

order to test the model. The data from the field experiment 

were analyzed using a LOGIT regression model. The results 

of the LOGIT analysis indicated that none of the variables 

in the model were significantly related to the likelihood of 

response. 

The implication of this result is that missing accounts 

receivable confirmation data are missing at random. The 

results were somewhat surprising in that the presence of 

errors in the accounts, and the direction of errors were 

insignificant in explaining response. 
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Another implication relates to the use of stratified 

sampling techniques. Selection of accounts receivable for 

confirmation by auditors is often based on account balance 

age and account balance size. The field experiment results 

indicated that no significant bias would result from the use 

of stratified sampling techniques based on age and size in 

terms of the overall response rate. 

It would be tempting to conclude, as Warren [1975] once 

did, that an auditor can "forget the silent minority" of 

nonresponders. Current audit procedure is to employ 

extended tests for each account that fails to respond to an 

audit request for positive confirmation. The extended 

procedures can be very time consuming and costly, and the 

evidence that is gathered, such as sales invoices and 

shipping documents, is generally considered of lesser 

evidential quality than confirmation with outside parties. 

(See, for example, Mautz and Sharaf [1961].) However, 

before reaching any conclusions, it is necessary to consider 

the second objective of this research and the limitations of 

the study. 

The second objective was to evaluate the validity of 

confirmation evidence. Validity was defined in terms of the 

ability of confirmation evidence to uncover discrepancies in 

the accounts. As part of the field experiment, account 

balances were altered by plus and minus three and twenty 
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percent. In addition, the balances for a control group of 

accounts were not adjusted. 

A LOGIT model of detection was formulated and tested 

using two definitions of detection. One definition, 

referred to as net detection, considered only those 

customers who responded to the confirmation request and 

whose accounts had been altered. The second definition, 

referred to as gross detection, considered all accounts with 

errors, including those customers who failed to respond to 

the confirmation request. 

The results of the LOGIT analysis of net detection 

indicated that confirmation validity was related to the 

direction and size of errors in the accounts. Errors that 

were unfavorable to the customer had a greater likelihood of 

being detected and reported to the auditors than errors that 

were favorable to the customer. Similarly, twenty percent 

errors were more likely to be detected and reported than 

three percent errors. 

The results of the LOGIT analysis of gross detection 

indicated that error size was not significantly related to 

detection. This difference, as compared to net detection, 

may be due to "say yes" behavior. Some customers may simply 

"eyeball" a confirmation request and if the balance appears 

to be reasonable, may sign and return the request. 
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When the results of Tables IV, V and VI are considered 

jointly, the following scenario emerges as a likely 

explanation of customer behavior with regards to 

confirmation of receivables. Initially, a decision is made 

as to whether or not to respond to the confirmation request. 

The decision to reply is unrelated to any of the variables 

tested in the field experiment. Therefore, nonresponse 

appears to be data that are missing at random. Of the 

customers that initially decide to reply, some exhibit "say 

yes" behavior and simply sign and return the request without 

performing a careful investigation into the account balance. 

Furthermore, after the initial decision is made to 

reply, some customers may decide not to investigate a 

discrepancy if a large number of transactions make up the 

balance. Transaction volume, when high, makes investigation 

more costly. This would explain why transaction volume was 

(weakly) related to gross detection but was not related to 

net detection. 

Overall, the results of the test of confirmation 

validity should be of concern to auditors. The gross 

detection rate was only forty-seven percent. Estimates of 

the rate and amount of errors in the population, based 

solely on returned confirmations, would have been biased. 

The error rate would have been severely underestimated. The 

amount of error would have been incorrectly estimated due to 
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the tendency for customers to report unfavorable errors 

properly but favorable errors improperly. 

Limitations of the Field Experiment 

The primary limitation of the field experiment related 

to the external validity of the results. One company's 

accounts receivable balances were confirmed at one point in 

time. The extent to which the data were representative of 

all accounts receivable can not be determined. The company 

had annual audits and good internal controls. Customers 

perceptions' would be affected by these factors as compared 

to a company that had not been audited on a regular basis or 

was perceived to have poor internal controls. 

The customers in the data base represented a broad 

spectrum of industries. Most, however, were relatively 

small in size and most were located in the tri-state area of 

New Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania. 

One particular concern regarding the data base related 

to the age of the accounts. Most of the accounts were 

current, or at least a portion of the balance was current. 

For classification purposes, if any portion of an account 

balance was over thirty days past due, the account was 

classified as noncurrent. 

Use of a dichotomous classification scheme may have 

masked a possible relationship between the age of an account 

and the likelihood of response and/or the likelihood of 
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error detection. The presence of a relationship with age 

would be important to uncover because account balance age is 

used by auditors to select accounts for confirmation. 

The fact that Faitoute Steel has a June 30 fiscal year 

end may also limit the external validity of the results. 

Since many companies follow a calendar year, customer 

behavior regarding December 31 balances may be quite 

different than for June 30 balances. For example, June 30 

confirmations arrive in July, when the person who normally 

handles the task is more likely to be on vacation. Also, 

December 31 confirmations generally arrive during January, 

when customers may be too busy to respond due to their own 

audits. On the other hand, it might be easier to confirm a 

December 31 confirmation request if the customer's accounts 

payable have been audited as well. Therefore, the extent to 

which customer behavior differs at different times of the 

year can not be determined, but may limit the external 

validity of the results. 

Another possible limitation that also related to 

external validity concerns the exemplary record-keeping of 

Faitoute Steel. One of the bookkeepers who called the 

company for help in reconciling the difference remarked that 

she was sure her records were in error because "Faitoute 

never makes a mistake." If other customers share this 

belief, it may limit the external validity of the results. 
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For example, it would be interesting to perform a 

replication using accounts that were perceived to be in 

error. However, if such a replication was possible, it 

would be difficult to control some of the variables, such as 

error size. 

Conclusions, Contributions and Future Research 

When all of the results are considered, a pattern 

emerged that suggested that nonresponses to an auditors 

request for positive confirmation of accounts receivable 

represented data that were missing at random. However, the 

returned confirmations could not be considered as data 

observed at random. A response bias existed that affected 

the validity of confirmation evidence. Errors that were 

unfavorable to customers were more likely to be detected and 

reported to auditors than errors that were favorable to the 

auditors. To a lesser extent, errors of twenty percent were 

more likely to be detected and reported than errors of three 

percent. 

In terms of audit policy, the implication of the above 

pattern supports a conclusion reached by Sauls [1970]. 

Auditors should consider greater use of the blank 

confirmation form. With the blank form, the customer writes 

in the balance due according to the customer's records. The 

problem with the blank form is that nonresponse is generally 

much greater. However, if nonresponse can be treated as 
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data missing at random, then nonresponse can be ignored. 

Presumably, the blank form has much higher validity because 

no opportunity exists for "say yes" behavior. 

The above conclusion regarding the blank form must be 

considered with caution. The blank form was not tested in 

the present research and very limited evidence exists 

regarding the validity of the blank form. 

Although the positive confirmation was shown to have 

poor validity, it serves other purposes besides its use in 

valuation. The primary objective of confirmation of 

accounts is to establish existence. Ashton and Hylas [1980] 

have shown that confirmation validity is high with respect 

to the question of existence. 

The thesis research contributed to our knowledge of 

confirmation evidence in two important respects. It was 

shown that nonresponses were data missing at random and that 

confirmation validity with regard to detection of errors in 

the accounts was quite poor. However, a number of open 

issues remain. 

One issue for future research concerns the validity of 

other types of confirmations, such as the blank form, in a 

commercial/industrial setting. Another important issue 

concerns the confirmation format. Perhaps a revised format 

could be designed that would improve the validity of the 

positive confirmation and reduce the tendency for "say yes 
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behavior and communication with company officials instead of 

the auditors. 

Another interesting aspect of the thesis research 

concerns the definition of error size. Auditors have long 

been concerned with definitions of materiality. In the 

current research it appeared as if customers defined errors 

in terms of a percentage of the account balance. Other 

possible definitions for error size were tested and were not 

found to be significant. However, presumably, some dollar 

magnitude of error exists that affects confirmation 

behavior. Further research is needed to determine the 

appropriate definition of error size. 

A number of behavioral issues were discussed in Chapter 

III that were outside the scope of the present research. 

For example, missing data can take the form of negative 

evidence. An investigation of auditor behavior using 

various scenarios where audit evidence is missing is 

necessary to determine the factors that affect an auditor s 

interpretation of missing data. 

Finally, the appropriate treatment of missing data in 

research and in other applications is an area where much 

more research is necessary. A number of techniques for 

dealing with missing data have been tested and shown to be 

of limited validity (see, for example, Smith [1983]). 

Although Rubin's suggestion [1976] is valid and motivated 
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the present investigation, it should be noted that this 

investigation was quite extensive and costly. While it is 

important to understand the process that causes data to be 

missing, it is much easier said than done. 
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APPENDIX A 

CONFIRMATION FORMAT 

The confirmation below was prepared on Faitoute Steel 
Company, Inc. letterhead. 

July 11, 1983 

Sample Customer, Inc. 
555 Avenue C 
Anytown, NJ 07000 

This form is being sent to you to enable our 
independent auditors to confirm the correctness of 
our records. It is not a request for payment. 

Our records on June 30, 1983 showed an amount 
of $ receivable from you. Please 
confirm whether this agrees with your records on 
that date by signing and returning this form directly 
to our auditors, Arthur Young & Company, 520 Broad 
Street, Newark, New Jersey 07102. An addressed 
envelope is enclosed for this purpose. If you find 
any difference, please report details to the auditors 

R. H. Monks, Jr. 
Chairman of the Board 

CONFIRMATION 
Arthur Young & Company 

The above amount is correct except as noted below, 

(INDIVIDUAL OR COMPANY NAME) 

BY: 
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TABLE I 

RESULTS FROM HENDRICKS SURVEY OF FRUIT GROWERS 

Average trees 

Mailinq per farm 

1st request 456 

2nd request 382 

3rd request 340 

Note: the true value was known 
to be 329 (from Hendricks [1947]) 
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TABLE II 

CONTINGENCY TABLE OF AGE AND SIZE 

Age 

Size 

Current Noncurrent 

1 78 30 

2 34 31 

3 39 33 

4 31 55 

Cell entries are the number of companies that were 
classified into each category. For the counter-
balanced design, some companies were removed at 
random so that each cell was left with 30 companies 
The cutoff points for each size category are 
as follows: 

Size 1 

Size 2 

Size 3 

Size 4 

Up to $300. 

$300 to $590. 

$590 to $1400. 

$1400 and over 
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TABLE III 

CORRELATION MATRIX OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 

Account Error Error Account Tran 
Age Dir. Size Size Volume 

Account Age 1 .00 
.00 Error Dir. 0 .00 1 .00 

.00 Error Size 0 .01 0 .00 1 .00 

Account Size 0 .28 -0 .01 0 .01 
Tran. Volume 0 .16 0 .05 0 .04 

1.00 
0.45 1-00 

Note: Most of the correlations were zero or near zero 
due to the use of an orthogonal design for assignment 

of errors. 
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TABLE IV 

RESULTS OF THE LOGIT MODEL OF RESPONSE 

Variable Coefficient 
Coefficient + 
Standard Error p-value* 

Log of Account Bal. 
Account Age 
Log of Trans. Volume 
Errors 

Category 1 (-20) 
Category 2 ( - 3 ) 
Category 3 ( 0 ) 
Category 4 (+3) 

Constant 

0.189 
-0.085 
-0.264 

0.236 
0.224 

-0.040 
-0.101 
0.539 

0.820 
-0.678 
-1.082 

0.942 
0.931 

-0.168 
-0.428 
0.920 

.206 

.249 

.139 

.271 

.178 

Model log likelihood = -203.542 

*One-tailed level of significance. 

The BMDP LOGIT regression program coded all dichotomous 
variables as -1 and +1. For the five error categories, _ 
BMDP used effects coding, thereby creating four g 
variables as shown above. (In general, for k categori , 
BMDP creates k-1 "design" variables.) 
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TABLE V 

RESULTS OF THE LOGIT MODEL OF NET DETECTION 

Variable Coefficient 
Coefficient + 
Standard Error p-value* 

Log of Account Bal. - 0 . 0 6 4 - 0 . 1 7 2 . 432 
Account Age - 0 . 2 4 5 - 1 . 1 7 8 .109 
Log of Trans. Volume - 0 . 2 1 8 - 0 . 5 3 8 .295 
Error Direction 0 . 3 6 2 1 . 8 3 2 . 032 
Error Size 0 . 3 0 7 1 . 5 3 6 .060 
Constant 1 . 5 9 8 1 . 5 9 8 . 054 

Model log likelihood = - 8 0 . 2 2 8 

*One-tailed level of significance. 

The results reported above were based on error size 
defined in terms of percentage errors. Large errors 
were twenty percent (coded as 1) and small errors 
were three percent (coded as -1). 
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TABLE VI 

RESULTS OF THE LOGIT MODEL OF GROSS DETECTION 

Variable Coefficient 
Coefficient -r 
Standard Error p-value* 

Log of Account Bal. 0.176 0.701 .245 
Account Age -0.176 -1.277 .101 
Log of Trans. Volume -0.386 -1.444 .078 
Error Direction 0.186 1.403 .084 
Error Size 0.034 0.258 .400 
Constant -0.165 -0.253 .402 

Model log likelihood = -161.449 

*One-tailed level of significance. 

The results reported above were based on error size 
defined in terms of percentage errors. Large errors 
were twenty percent (coded as 1) and small errors 
were three percent (coded as -1). 
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